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Preliminary notes to the
“Continuation of my BiograPhy”

harry fischel’s full-length original autobiography, Forty Years of 
Struggle for a Principle, was published in 1928, having been edited 
by his son-in-law rabbi herbert s. goldstein, and written in the 
third person. it is reproduced in full in the beginning of this vol-
ume. The Continuation, privately circulated in 1941 and basically 
limited to family members at that time, was written in the first 
person without any mention of the participation of fischel’s son-
in-law or anyone else. it is likely that the Continuation was edited 
by rabbi goldstein, but lightly, with the intention of maintaining 
the language and the color of the colorful mr. fischel as much as 
possible. The Continuation was first circulated only in bound type-
written form. it has been edited further for this publication, but 
again very lightly, and again to continue to preserve the character 
and the writing style of the author. an effort was made to ascertain 
the correct spellings of names in particular, for the purposes of 
historical references and the index. There had been no index to the 
original Continuation. There is now an index to the Continuation 
as currently published. This index includes references to entries for 
all the other material, as well, that now supplements the original 
biography, as well as some material in the original book not in-
cluded in the original index.

it should be noted that Forty Years of Struggle for a Principle 
was published when harry fischel was a millionaire, even in pre- 
inflationary dollars, a year before the stock market crash. By con-
trast, most of the period covered by the Continuation was during 
the great Depression that followed, and preceded the inflation that 
occurred since that time. The value of the dollar has increased by 
a factor of about 14 since 1919, when harry fischel signed the 
million-dollar check reproduced facing page 160, which would 
be worth about $14 million as this volume went to press, and by 
a factor of about 13 since the mid-1920s, which means that the 
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$160,000 that harry fischel contributed to yeshiva university was 
the equivalent of about $2 million at the time of the publication of 
this edition, and the millions he owned in his prime would make 
him a multimillionaire quite a few times over in today’s currency. 

additional minimal observations placing the Continuation in 
further context appear in the new introduction to the current edi-
tion of the now supplemented biography beginning at page 14a.

air
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forty years sequel
Continuation of my BiograPhy

FORTY YEARS OF STRUGGLE FOR
A PRINCIPLE

1928–1941
PrefaCe

at the completion of the story of my life, known as Forty Years 
of Struggle for a Principle, i prayed to the almighty to grant me 
the privilege of continuing the labors in behalf of religious educa-
tion, religion and philanthropy, so that i may, at a later date, be 
able to record additional efforts in behalf of the same religious and 
humanitarian principles. Well, the almighty answered my prayers 
and has given me the privilege of accomplishing several achieve-
ments which are beneficial, not only to our religious education, but 
to myself as well. 

i was privileged to distribute large sums of money for religious ed-
ucation, such as yeshivoth, Talmud Torahs in america, Palestine and 
all over europe, as well as to many other philanthropic institutions.

i have given two large contributions, one to the yeshiva, rabbi 
isaac elchanan Theological seminary and the yeshiva College, 
adding up to the sum of $l60,000, and the other to Beth israel 
hospital, in the sum of $75,000, as well as many smaller contribu-
tions to other institutions.

While this money was well invested and has given me great plea-
sure, i have done nothing to perpetuate the name of harry fischel, 
which would end with the present generation, because i have no 
sons to carry the name further. While the almighty has blessed me 
with four daughters, four sons-in-law and ten grandchildren, all 
of whom are following in my footsteps, the fact remains that the 
name of harry fischel would be forgotten. This fact was always on 
my mind, and i was awaiting the time when the almighty would 
help me solve that problem.
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ChaPter 1
inVestment for an enDoWment funD 

The thought that the name harry fischel, which was familiar 
practically the world over in philanthropy, charity and religious 
education for more than two generations must disappear with the  
present generation has caused me many sleepless nights.

many propositions traveled through my mind. finally, in 1927 
when i was in Palestine, i decided to perpetuate my name by erect-
ing an institution for higher learning bearing the name of harry 
fischel. in order to assure the existence of such an institution, it 
first required the creation of an endowment fund to provide enough 
income to maintain such an institution as far as one can foresee.

for two years i waited for the opportunity to create such an 
endowment fund. finally, i succeeded in purchasing a parcel of 
land in a first-class location in new york. This land was leased to 
a responsible tenant, a corporation, for eighty-five (85) years at 
an annual rental of $50,000.00 net. This corporation has invested 
over a million dollars in the erection of a twenty-six (26) story 
commercial building on this land. 

it is impossible to describe the pleasure i enjoyed when i was 
assured with an annual income of $50,000 for an endowment 
fund. This made my plan half accomplished. But, with such a large 
income, i decided to elaborate on the plan of establishing such 
an institution. i had several plans in my mind. i consulted many 
scholars, such as Dr. nathan isaacs of harvard university, the late 
Dr. Bernard revel of the yeshiva and yeshiva College, also my own 
son-in-law, rabbi herbert s. goldstein, and many others. 

We finally decided to establish an institution in new york for 
research in talmud to give post-graduate courses in talmud, and to 
grant degrees of master and Ph.D. on same.

i was advised that the first step to accomplish such a plan is to 
obtain a charter from the state of new york to grant such degrees.
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ChaPter 2
meeting goVernor franKlin D. rooseVelt 

i was privileged to have had the acquaintance of franklin D. 
roosevelt, then the governor of the state of new york. i took ad-
vantage of this acquaintance and succeeded in having a one-hour 
conference with the governor on september 15, 1929. 

i laid my entire plan before the governor, who was very much 
interested. he was so impressed that he gave me a letter of intro-
duction to Commissioner graves and letters to every member of 
the Board of regents. he even called the Commissioner on the 
phone and asked him to do all in his power to help me obtain this 
charter. Before i left, the governor suggested that should the Board 
of regents find that such charter is impossible, in accordance with 
the present laws, then i should come to him next february and 
he would send a special message to the legislature to grant such a 
charter.

having the financial problem assured and also the promised 
assurance from the governor of the state for the granting of a char-
ter, the next step was to build a building and provide the necessary 
material for such a school. 

ChaPter 3
referenCe to FORTY YEARS OF STRUGGLE

for a PrinCiPle

i must refer to the first story of my life. This story ended with 
may l, 1927, when i laid the cornerstone for the yeshiva, rabbi 
isaac elchanan Theological seminary, and yeshiva College, and 
left for Palestine.

as i was away from any thought of business, my entire mind 
was occupied with the thought of what to do in order to perpetuate 
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the name of harry fischel. During the entire three months i spent 
in Jerusalem, i had many conferences with the late Chief rabbi 
abraham i. Kook on this subject. We then came to the conclusion 
that the best way of perpetuating my name is by establishing an 
institution which shall carry the name of harry fischel, and arrange 
an endowment fund to maintain such an institution [on three con-
tinents; see p. 411 and ophir, in references, p. 485].

from the time i left Palestine, my only thought was how to carry 
out the idea of establishing such an institution.

The first step was to erect a building to house such a college. as it 
happened, some time ago i purchased a corner plot on amsterdam 
avenue and l85th street, one block from the yeshiva College. i 
made plans for a large building containing several lecture rooms, a 
large assembly hall and specially spacious library rooms required for 
such a college of research work.

ChaPter 4
PurPose for WhiCh this grounD Was Bought

i believe it is of interest to note at this point the purpose for which 
this lot was purchased.  When the new building of the yeshiva, 
rabbi isaac elchanan Theological seminary, was opened, there 
were a large number of students, among them a number not suited 
either to be a rabbi, a teacher, or members of another other intel-
lectual profession.

Then an idea came to me to establish a trade school in connec-
tion with the yeshiva, so that those students desiring to learn a trade 
in connection with the talmudical instruction could do so.

my plan included the erection of a six-story apartment house 
on the plot and to rent the apartments to the yeshiva teachers at 
a low rental and use the income to maintain the trade school, to 
have the basement and first floor for the trade school, and five 
floors for apartments. 
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my plan was all completed, the money to erect the build-
ing without any mortgage was all provided for, but the Board of 
Directors of the yeshiva felt that such a school would cheapen the 
yeshiva, and refused my offer. accordingly, my plan was dropped 
and the plot remained.

The next step was to provide the material required for such 
research work. to get the material here was impractical. i then 
came to the conclusion that such material could best be obtained 
in Palestine, Poland and lithuania, where the talmudical colleges 
were then located, and where the talmudical students are spend-
ing all of their time at talmudical study, and are familiar with the 
talmud in all its branches. 

for this purpose i authorized the late Chief rabbi of Palestine, 
abraham i. Kook (1865–1935) to select thirteen of the best tal-
mudical scholars from all of Palestine, who would receive a good 
salary, and who were to give their entire time in the research of the 
talmud. i transmitted the same order to the late Chief rabbi of 
Poland, Chaim ozer grodzinski (1863–1940), and to the Chief 
rabbi of lithuania, rabbi Baruch shapiro. each one was to select 
thirteen of the best scholars that could be found in their country.

my plan was that all of the three schools would be guided by a 
system established by the Chief rabbi of Palestine, and would be 
followed by all the three schools.

The material obtained by these schools would be forwarded to 
the headquarters in new york regularly.

The plan was that when the building in new york was to be fin-
ished, this school would be opened free of any charge to students, 
and also to provide some scholarships to those who would be in 
need of maintenance.

all of the plans were ready and we were only waiting for the 
charter to be granted by the state Board of education. however, 
this plan was not approved by the almighty, for reasons best known 
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to him, and the panic of october 29, 1929 destroyed my elabo-
rate plans. in one year the entire fortune invested in the property 
for the endowment fund had been lost.

my disappointment was indescribable when my life’s ambition 
to establish an institution bearing my name entirely collapsed. 
however, i was thankful to the almighty for losing this money 
before this gigantic plan was fully carried out, which saved me 
from the embarrassment of being compelled to stop the work after 
it was organized, and the large expense incurred.

however, my ambition to establish a school for research in 
talmud was not shattered. [fischel was indeed destined to estab-
lish graduate-level schools in Jewish studies in Jerusalem (p. 410 
sqq.) as well as in new york (pp. 408, 478–483)]. i decided to 
establish such a school in the city of Jerusalem, where only the best 
talmudical scholars were found and the environment was more 
favorable.

at this time i decided to first provide a building to house this 
school. it seems that this plan had the approval of the almighty 
because it met with great success right from the start.

ChaPter 5
PurChase of BuilDing in Jerusalem

We succeeded in purchasing a building in the city of Jerusalem 
suitable for a school, and after making extensive alterations we 
were ready to start to carry out my long-desired ambition to orga-
nize the school for research in talmud.

During the time of the alteration, the late Chief rabbi 
abraham i. Kook gave out an order that only the outstanding 
scholars should apply, by submitting themselves to an exten-
sive written and oral examination. This news spread throughout 
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Palestine like wildfire, with the result that 102 applicants applied 
for the written examination, and only 52 of them came back for 
the oral examination, which was before the Chief rabbi and two 
other outstanding rabbis. as a result, only 18 of the applicants 
passed the oral examination.

as stated before, my order was to select only 13 scholars, but the 
committee left the other five as alternates.

it is of interest that the purchasing of the house and the entire 
plan was accomplished by a committee in my absence, in accor-
dance with orders given by me by mail and cables.

There was one thing on my mind, how to get the proper man 
to manage the institute in my absence, to look after the building 
and equipment, and also to act as registrar when the institution 
opened.  This job required a man who was a great scholar and also 
to have had some practical experience to understand the physical 
part of a building, in addition to his scholarship.

as it happened, rabbi Dove Kook, a brother of the Chief 
rabbi, was in new york at that time. i sent for him and after a 
short conference i found in him all the qualifications required for 
this position. i engaged him and sent him to Palestine, and he was 
there before the school was opened. he took complete charge and 
thanks to the almighty the right man was sent to me. he filled the 
position with great credit and with full respect from everybody. 
he occupied an apartment in the same building and managed the 
institution to my entire satisfaction.

ChaPter 6
oPening of the harry fisChel institute 

it is impossible for me to describe my pleasure when on november 
1, 1931 i received a cable that the building had opened, with 18 
outstanding scholars, under the name of “harry fischel institute 
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for research in talmud”; also with many other activities, as the 
building was much larger than required for the 18 scholars.

There is a very interesting story attached to this building. in 
the year 1913 a wealthy Jew, said Baruchow from Bucharia, part 
of russia, came to Palestine. he decided to settle in Palestine and 
receive the messiah, when the time will come for him to arrive. for 
this purpose, he bought a very large plot occupying a square block, 
with four streets around same. in a very high part of Jerusalem, 
he constructed an unusually fine building, suitable for this great 
prophet, the messiah. he arranged unusually large rooms and very 
high ceilings. any material he could not obtain in Palestine he had 
imported from the different parts of the world. however, his ambi-
tion was not fulfilled. Before the building was completed the great 
european war started. The Bolsheviks took away all his wealth and 
in order to complete the building, this man was compelled to bor-
row money from a bank in Jerusalem.

after 17 years of adding interest, which was not paid, the bank 
foreclosed the mortgage and this property was purchased for the 
harry fischel institute for research in talmud, by the attorney, 
Dr. eliash, at my request. so much for the story of the building.

ChaPter 7
oBJeCt of the harry fisChel institute

i will now return to the institute itself. The main object was to 
extract from the talmud and other such publications, the science 
contained therein and to publish same for the benefit of the world.

a Board of education was organized under the leadership of 
the late Chief rabbi Kook, together with other rabbis. rabbi 
Kook was known the world over as a great scholar. he knew the 
talmud, and many other great works, almost by heart. he, there-
fore, assigned the  13 scholars and the 5 alternates to the part in the 
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talmud to which each one was fitted best. 
fortunately, i succeeded to have rabbi Kook accept the posi-

tion as the Dean of the harry fischel institute for research in 
talmud. as such he delivered a lecture to the scholars every week. 
These lectures were attended by many outside scholars as well.

This building was much larger than required for the school of 
research; therefore, in planning the building, i fitted up a syna-
gogue accommodating about 150 worshippers. in a short time the 
synagogue was full, not only on saturdays but mornings and eve-
nings as well.

ChaPter 8
estaBlishing of the liBrary

i was informed that the institute would need a large library. i, 
therefore, took advantage of the presence of rabbi Dove Kook 
before he left for Palestine, in collecting all sorts of rare books 
which could be gotten in new york, and sent them to Palestine. 
many books were ordered from Warsaw and Vienna, and the 
most were purchased in Jerusalem. Thus we fitted up one of the 
best libraries.

This library became very popular, and it was used to advantage 
by many students of the different Yeshivoth, also many bal-habatim, 
who enjoyed the building with its spacious accommodations, heated 
with steam in the winter (the only yeshiva with central heating in 
Jerusalem).

The synagogue became crowded by worshippers and especially  
by those who have taken advantage of the large supply of rare books 
in the library. a librarian was engaged to give out the books and to 
place them back in their proper places.

today the entire building is being used practically twenty hours 
daily. it also became the place of study and worship by the many 
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scholarly refugees who have settled in the neighborhood.
as stated before, the purchase of the property, the planning of 

the building and the entire organization were done by me in new 
york, because the financial depression in 1929 kept me home to look 
after our real estate and to save all we could from the destruction by 
the depression.  however, i was eagerly hoping that the time would 
come soon when i would be able to leave my property in good hands 
and go to Palestine to enjoy the fruit of my labor in person.

Before realizing this hope there was a very important matter to 
be accomplished, namely: to bring the news of the whole project to 
my family, who did not know anything of the entire proposition. 
The only advisor i had was my personal friend, the late rabbi m. 
s. margolies.

ChaPter 9
rePort to the family

on one saturday afternoon i called the family together and read 
this report to them:

“report delivered by mr. harry fischel to his family on July 
18, 1931:

“The clock is moving steadily . The time is flying. many years 
have passed and my desire, the dream of my life, and the hope of 
perpetuating the name of harry fischel has not as yet been real-
ized. i have solved many difficult problems which required hard 
work and a great deal of thought and energy; nevertheless, my own 
problem and desire of creating an institution to bear the name of 
harry fischel has not as yet been solved.

“This thought has never escaped my mind, neither day nor 
night. i have been lying awake nights thinking, and also praying to 
the almighty to give me vision and understanding as to how my 
wishes could be fulfilled and my dream of years realized; namely, 
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to create an institution which shall serve the purpose of spreading 
torah, for which i have spent the best part of my life; an institution 
which shall be recognized as a necessity in Jewish life.

“Well, dear family, i have fully decided not to postpone any 
longer, and start in a small way. if the real estate market would have 
lasted a couple of years longer, then my dream would have been 
realized by this time. however, since the almighty saw fit to make 
this drastic change in the financial world, it is impossible to con-
sider large plans at the present time, until the time will come when 
real estate returns to the position it occupied up to two years ago. 
one of the most prominent financiers has made the statement, 
‘never put off for tomorrow, that which you can do today, as you 
do not know what tomorrow will bring.’ The moral of this saying is 
especially worthy of my earnest thought and attention, considering 
my age and the desire for which i am praying daily; namely, that 
the almighty shall grant me the privilege of carrying out my wishes 
during my lifetime and reap the benefit of my hard labor, and to 
enjoy this pleasure together with my entire family. 

“on many occasions i have expressed to you my great desire 
to establish in america a college for research in talmud, a col-
lege of this kind would require the right to grant the degree of 
Ph.D.  naturally, a state charter would be necessary for such pur-
pose. i have succeeded in having a conference with his excellency, 
governor franklin D. roosevelt. i have explained to him that our 
talmud contains a great deal of science in every field of knowledge, 
such as medicine, law, astronomy, psychology, and various other 
sciences; yet our Jewish people have never taken advantage of these 
sciences, with the result that up to this date the world has been de-
prived of the great benefit which the talmud could bestow to the  
educational world. i explained to the governor that during all 
our Jewish history and up to the present date, the talmud has 
always been used by our people for religious purposes only, and 
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the time has come, and i am thankful to the almighty for having 
the opportunity to show the world of what benefit the talmud 
could be, not alone to the Jewish people, but also to the world 
at large. The governor was very much interested in this subject, 
and gave me a great deal of his time in discussing the proposition. 
he went so far as to address letters to every one of the trustees 
of the Board of regents of the state of new york, and has fur-
nished me with copies of these letters. he has given me letters of 
introduction to each one of the trustees, should i decide to call 
on them. in fact, he has instructed Dr. horner, the secretary of 
the state Board of regents to call on me, which he did on two 
occasions, spending several hours in order to help me prepare the 
application for a charter. The governor also stated that should i 
be unable, for any legal reasons, to obtain this charter, he would 
assist me by having a special bill passed by the legislature for the 
purpose of granting me a charter for the college i had in mind; 
namely, a College for research in talmud.

“my plans were all complete. We have organized the harry 
fischel foundation, and we have obtained a charter from the state. 
however, men make plans and the almighty has the power to up-
set them; which is his wisdom. he saw fit to do so in my case. The 
investment that i made for this special purpose, which had shown 
a safe income of over $50,000 annually, has temporarily been dis-
continued, and from the present outlook, it will take many years 
until i will be able to depend upon the income from this invest-
ment. Therefore, since no one can tell what tomorrow will bring, 
and in order to prevent satan from gaining his point; namely, to 
prevent me from carrying out my dream of years, i have decided at 
least to make a small beginning.

“it has always been my desire to create a permanent fund for the 
purpose of establishing and maintaining an institution of higher 
talmudical learning in new york, with a branch in Palestine. in 
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fact, provision for such project has been made in my will. naturally, 
it was always my intention that the main expense should be allowed 
for the institution in new york, and a small portion should be set 
aside for the branch in Palestine. since this large plan is impossible 
to be carried out at present, i have decided to begin from the other 
end; namely, to start in Palestine first. 

“i will rather center all my efforts, and bestow my contributions 
for the benefit of the torah, in one school of learning, under the 
name of the harry fischel institute for research in talmud, with 
the hope of enlarging this school as time will progress and financial 
conditions will permit.

“for this purpose, i have succeeded in purchasing a house, 
with which i am very well acquainted, in a very nice section of 
Jerusalem, for a little over $10,000, which is probably less than 
25% of the actual cost of the building only; besides, it has a large 
plot of ground covering an entire square block surrounded by four 
streets. This house is in first-class condition, and is just as if it were 
made-to-order for this purpose, since it has been occupied by an 
institution of learning for many years.

“i have authorized Chief rabbi abraham i. Kook, with the as-
sistance of my brother-in-law, rabbi rubin Braz, to select from 
the entire land of Palestine, thirteen of the best known talmudical 
scholars, who will spend all their time and effort in the research of 
talmud. They will be supported by the harry fischel foundation 
with a monthly allowance of $25.00 each. The entire budget in-
cluding the cost of maintaining the house will amount to about 
$10,000 annually. i am fully convinced that this is a step in the 
right direction, for which i am thankful to the almighty.

“The first part of my life’s desire to create an institution for 
the purpose of perpetuating my name will shortly be carried out. 
although at present it will be on a very small scale, it is my inten-
tion to transfer most of my larger charitable contributions to this 
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institution, with the hope that when the almighty will see fit to 
improve the real estate conditions, it will enable me to enlarge the 
expenditures, so that this institution will grow to a position where 
it will occupy a prominent place in the field of higher Jewish learn-
ing, which will be a pride to our entire family.

“i have given the best part of my life for the benefit of religious 
education. i have contributed large sums of money for this pur-
pose, in america, europe and Palestine. nevertheless, i feel that all 
my activities up to the present date cannot be compared with the 
great benefit which we expect this institution to bring, especially 
through the purchase of this building, which has accommodations 
and space for a great deal more than required for the thirteen schol-
ars at present.

“This institution will be known as the harry fischel institute 
for research in talmud under the leadership of Chief rabbi 
abraham i. Kook, who is very enthusiastic about the institute for 
research in talmud. he has promised to give his full and undi-
vided attention to the organizing and supervision of this school 
for higher talmudical learning. he will also deliver lectures on 
higher talmudical learning on which his authority is recognized 
the world over. This will also draw to the harry fischel institute a 
large number of talmudical scholars, who will not require financial 
assistance. 

“our building will house the following activities:
1. a place of learning for these thirteen men who will be sup-

ported by the harry fischel foundation.
2. a synagogue with a capacity of nearly 150 seats, which will 

be used daily.
3. a lecture room for talmudical scholars outside of those sup-

ported by the harry fischel foundation. many students from 
different yeshivas, as well as many laymen, will come to listen 
to the lectures delivered by rabbi Kook, as well as the daily 
lectures which will be given by the thirteen great talmudical 
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scholars supported by the harry fischel foundation.
“in addition thereto, there will be room for many of the Jewish 

activities, thereby making the harry fischel institute Building the 
center of Jewish learning and communal activities, which will add 
no expense to the present budget. all we will give them is the use 
of the building.

“at this time, when my nerves are shattered daily from the great 
financial strain, the thought that the almighty has helped me real-
ize part of my life’s ambition of creating the harry fischel institute 
for research in talmud, is a great stimulant to me, and helps me 
carry through and solve the daily problems. i am fully convinced 
that if not for this great pleasure i would be unable to survive this 
great strain.

“my reason for starting with thirteen at the present time is that 
the symbol of Jewish life is connected mostly with thirteen.

“i am looking forward to the time when the almighty will see 
fit to improve financial conditions so that my original plan may 
be fulfilled, which will produce men of the highest talmudical 
knowledge with scientific accomplishments, and will radiate the 
‘light of the torah’ throughout the world, kindled by the harry 
fischel foundation.

“i am fully convinced that i was sent down to this world to 
perform a certain duty; that is, to help spread the torah among the 
Jewish people. There are two facts in my life’s history which prove 
that my contention is right.

“first: i was born on the 17th day of tamuz, the day when the 
tablets of the law were destroyed. i therefore, feel that it is my 
duty to try to restore the torah among our Jewish people.

“second: When a name was to be selected for me, my dear 
parents, Blessed be their memory! must have had a vision from 
high, which made them name me israel aaron. according to our 
scriptures, we are told that it was the mission of israel to keep the 
‘light of the torah’ burning in the hearts of our people, and spread 
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the knowledge of the torah throughout our future generations. 
We are also told in the Bible that at the time of the dedication of 
the tabernacle, it was aaron who was ordered by the almighty to 
kindle the light of the menorah, which represents the ‘light of 
the torah’. Therefore, in order to carry out the mandate given to 
me under that name, and in order to keep the ‘light of the torah’ 
from being extinguished from the present and future generations, 
i have decided to establish the harry fischel institute for research 
in talmud in Palestine, in order to comply with the saying in the 
scriptures, that ‘from Zion shall come forth the torah, and the 
words of g-d from Jerusalem’.

“There is also a selfish reason for my desire to create a college 
of this kind, and that is, in order to perpetuate the name of harry 
fischel in the same field of activities in which i have spent the 
best part of my life. While the almighty has blessed me with four 
daughters, four sons-in-law, and wonderful grandchildren, all of 
whom are following in my footsteps by the strict observance of the 
‘shulchan aruch’; nevertheless, the fact is that i have no son who 
can carry my name to the next generation. naturally, the name of 
harry fischel must cease with the present generation. Therefore, 
in order to perpetuate this name, which has always supported and 
fought for the torah, i have decided to establish an institution for 
the study of the torah, which shall carry the name of the harry 
fischel institute for research in talmud.

“i pray to the almighty that he shall grant us long life and hap-
piness, so that all of us will be able to see with our own eyes, and 
together we will reap the benefit from the harry fischel institute 
for research in talmud.

“Well, the almighty has answered my prayers. With the house 
purchased and the thirteen best scholars of Palestine selected, my 
dream is practically fulfilled. i have received an answer from Chief 
rabbi abraham i. Kook as well as from rabbi rubin Braz, both of 
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whom were very enthusiastic about the plan for research in talmud.
“rabbi Kook, in his letter, stated that he is very happy to be in 

a position to carry out the dream of his life. it was always rabbi 
Kook’s desire to be able to find someone who would establish an 
institution for research in talmud. he has, therefore, agreed to or-
ganize and supervise this work, giving his name and all of the time 
necessary, without any remuneration.

“The next question was to find the proper man to act as super-
visor of the institution as well as of the building. it was suggested 
that rabbi Dove Kook, a brother of Chief rabbi abraham i. Kook, 
who is now in new york, is the most suitable man for the position 
of supervisor of this institution. rabbi Dove Kook, being in new 
york, i succeeded in engaging him as supervisor. he is a man with a 
great reputation as a talmudical scholar in Palestine and in america. 
he is also known to have business ability, and a straight mind. he is 
loved and admired by everyone who comes in contact with him, for 
his great knowledge and fine gentlemanly appearance.

“i was fortunate in having rabbi Dove Kook accept the posi-
tion as i feel that he is the proper man in the proper place. having 
been in america twice on behalf of the universal yeshiva, he has 
met many people, and i believe that he has acquired enough busi-
ness ability to enable him to manage the harry fischel institute 
for research in talmud and also all the other activities in said 
building with great care and ability. he is leaving for Palestine 
this day. We prepared a complete set of rules and regulations 
for the guidance of the harry fischel institute for research in 
talmud and all other activities.

“in addition thereto he is thoroughly familiar with all my views 
on this subject, and i am positive that he will guide the institution 
so that it will be a credit to the harry fischel foundation.”

This report was a great surprise to everyone. They admitted that 
it is a great accomplishment and each one gave his approval, except 
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they felt that i should have consulted them before i started this 
enterprise. my answer was that it took me many years to decide on 
this plan and even if they would have had objections, i would have 
carried out the plan in any event; and that would have been going 
against the will of my family, which i wanted to prevent.

When this was accomplished, i began planning the second 
and most important matter, namely: to provide sufficient funds 
to assure the perpetuation of this school with a budget between 
$10,000 and $15,000 annually, which would be largely increased 
by publishing the work prepared by our scholars.

i then came to the following conclusion, that my real estate 
holdings have large equities and still produced enough income 
for myself and for those of my family depending on me. i have 
before given to my children large sums of money. i felt that i am 
entitled to do something for myself to perpetuate the name of 
harry fisChel.

ChaPter 10
organiZing the harry fisChel founDation

i then organized the harry fischel foundation [later renamed the 
harry and Jane fischel foundation]. i have assigned to this foun-
dation practically all the liquid assets i possessed at that time, and 
by making careful investments the budget required for the harry 
fischel institute could be easily provided for.

This foundation was organized on January 4th, 1932, with the 
full consent of the entire family. everyone was made a trustee and 
each one signed the application for the charter.

With the creation of the harry fischel institute for research in 
talmud in Jerusalem already functioning, and the harry fischel 
foundation established to provide for the maintenance, i was the 
happiest man, seeing the dream of my life already materialized.
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my mind was set on making provisions to go to Palestine and 
see with my own eyes, and reap the benefits of my accomplish-
ments. however, conditions in the real estate became worse, and 
my time was required to look after same. i was compelled to delay 
going to Palestine until June 6th, 1933, when my late wife and i 
left for Palestine. [for more on the foundation, see p. 16a and the 
web site at fischelfoundation.org.]

ChaPter 11
my arriVal in Palestine:  fifth time

We arrived in Jerusalem on June 22, 1933. Words fail me to express 
my pleasure when we reached the house in Jerusalem and were wel-
comed by rabbi Kook, accompanied by the 18 scholars , who were 
all lined up in the front of the building. The door was opened by 
rabbi Kook, who led us into the synagogue, and we were followed 
by all the scholars. There a prayer was offered for our safe arrival.

We then examined all the rooms and noted all the activities 
carried on, in the building. While i had pictured all of this in my 
mind, my surprise was with great pleasure, because i found every-
thing better than i had expected, and for several days i enjoyed 
watching and getting acquainted with all the scholars, whom i con-
sidered as my own children, and have succeeded in getting them to 
feel the same way.

Then arrangements were made to celebrate my 68th birthday, 
which was on July 11th.  This celebration took place on the outside 
piazza which was attended by 72 rabbis and about 200 celebrities 
from different institutions. This celebration started at 2:00 P.m. 
and lasted until 11:00 P.m. every one of the rabbis made a speech, 
and in commemoration of this birthday, i accepted the five alter-
nates as regular members of the scholars with the same salary as 
the others, and also gave an order to engage two more on the same 
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basis, making altogether 20 regular scholars.
i had spent, at that time, seven weeks in the institution which i 

consider the best time in my life.

ChaPter 12
starteD suit for Possession of Bayara

in addition to the pleasure of the institution (described above), i 
have gained a legal and moral victory in the Palestinian court, and 
came back with $30,000 in cash. The case was as follows:

in 1910 i brought to Palestine a brother of my late wife with a 
family of ten children. i then bought an orange grove partly pro-
ducing fruit and partly vacant land. i supported the entire family 
for about ten years. During this time, the sons grew up. i sent them 
money during all this time for the purpose of planting the rest of 
the land. During all these years they enjoyed the benefit of the 
old grove as well as the new grove, which amounted to large sums 
some years. They never repaid one dollar to me, but they used the 
income to purchase other groves in their own names. 

When i was in Palestine in 1927 there was a law declared in 
Palestine to allow owners of groves to register their holdings in the 
land registry, and receive a deed from the land courts, which was 
never entered before, as all land was purchased under a contract 
in hebrew and handed over from one purchaser to the other. my 
contract was drawn up in the same way. naturally, while being in 
Jerusalem at that time, i made an application to the court for a gov-
ernment deed to my name. it required publishing this application. 
to my great surprise, i found that the sons of my brother-in-law 
filed an injunction claiming that the property belonged to them by 
possession, in accordance with the old turkish law. naturally, the 
deed was stopped and i was compelled to bring suit.

i was compelled to prove that i was always in possession, be-
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cause i have given the money to work the land. as i could not 
remain there to wait for the case to reach trial, i was compelled to 
leave it in the hands of an attorney and to try the case on taking 
evidence in new york, by the english consul. it took about six 
years for the case to reach trial and about two weeks before i came, 
in June 1933. naturally, it was put off, and the shortest time for 
which my attorney could get an adjournment was for six months. 
Then, upon my arrival, my attorney made every effort to try to 
place the case on the calendar while i was in Palestine, but he did 
not succeed. 

i then called on the american consul, explained my difficulties, 
and he gave me a letter of introduction to the english Judge, sir 
landay. i was very well received by him. The Judge explained that 
it was impossible to give preference in the court, but he offered to 
try the case on his own time after three o’clock, when the court 
adjourned. naturally, i was very pleased, and in order to make sure 
i engaged a high-class attorney to try the case, because i found the 
other side had engaged the best-known attorney. 

The case took six afternoons. The tables were full with law 
books, both sides quoting the law and the Judge taking every word 
down by hand, which is the custom in this court. i produced over 
$11,000. in checks which was claimed as presents to the family. i fi-
nally produced a check for $364.50 which i gave them to pay taxes 
for the land. This was also claimed to be given as a wedding present 
to one of the sons. i noticed that my attorney and the Judge were 
ready to pass this check also on the same basis. This was more than 
i could stand for. Then i requested the court to give me the privi-
lege to question the attorney for the other side. The Judge granted 
me the privilege. Then i stated, “mr. horowitch, you are supposed 
to be a man of great reputation with worldly knowledge. i will ask 
you a question. Did you ever witness a case when the amount of 
$364.50 is given as a wedding present? you are trying to make the 
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court believe that all the $11,000 checks were all presents, but you 
can’t fool the court all the time.” Then the Judge answered that in 
his experience he never saw a check for such an amount given as a 
wedding present. This was the climax of the case.

Then the Judge addressed himself and stated that he believed 
every word of my testimony and decided the case in my favor. he 
also rebuked the attorney for the other side, for all the falsehoods 
he was trying to make the court believe. Thereupon, the two sons 
of my brother-in-law offered me the sum of six thousand (6,000) 
pounds. although i was offered much more from another party, 
however, i wanted to have the land remain in my late wife’s family. 
so i accepted their offer of six thousand (6,000) pounds, and left 
for america with an order for thirty thousand ($30,000) dollars on 
the national City Bank, which i believe is the first large sum ever 
obtained by an american from Palestine. 

as soon as we came back to america my mind was set on going 
back to Palestine at the first opportune time. however, conditions 
in real estate were getting worse, and it was impractical for me to 
leave my real estate holdings in strange hands. in one way i have 
benefited by the low real estate market because i bought a whole 
block of houses on the grand Concourse, at a very low price as an 
investment for the harry fischel foundation. This purchase was 
of great importance to me because the income from this property 
has shown to be of a substantial amount and the budget for the 
harry fischel institute in Jerusalem was almost covered from the 
income of this property alone. The purchase of this property was 
also a great inducement to me in making plans to go to Palestine 
in the near future. however, the almighty hastened my plans, as 
described in the next chapter.
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ChaPter 13
the Death of my late Wife

on January 3, 1935, about eighteen months after we came from 
Palestine, my late wife, to whom i was married over forty-seven 
years, passed away. i was left alone in the home. While all the chil-
dren and grandchildren did their best to keep me company in or-
der to make me forget my lonesomeness, being alone most of the 
time was more than i could stand.

i then sent for all the children, each one separately, and asked 
them to advise me what to do. naturally each one, from the old-
est to the youngest, suggested that i should give up the home and 
go to them. my answer was that each one of you have, thanks to 
the almighty, a husband and children who need their time and 
attention. it is, therefore, impossible to divide their attention 
between their family and their father. They can’t do both, and i 
have no right to interfere in their family life. it was too soon for 
me to make other plans because i had a very good housekeeper, 
an intelligent old woman, given to me by my daughter, mrs. 
goldstein. This woman was in her employ for several years, and 
was very reliable.

however, as time went on my lonesomeness increased, until one 
evening my granddaughter, ann esther rafsky, the older daughter 
of Dr. & mrs. rafsky, only thirteen years old at that time, made 
the following statement: “grandpa, i have been thinking that you 
must be very lonesome. it is true that we all come to see you for a 
short time, but you are alone twenty-four hours a day. i think you 
need a companion.” The words of my little granddaughter started 
me thinking and after a great deal of consideration, i came to the 
conclusion to go to Palestine and maybe the almighty will help me 
to get the right companion to spend the rest of my life.

i called the children together and informed them of my plan. i 
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also told them that under any event i will not remarry before the 
year is over. 

ChaPter 14
PerPetuating the name of my late Wife

i also told the children of my decision to perpetuate the name of 
their mother in the following way:

i exposed to them a complete plan which i had prepared for the 
purpose:

l. i gave them a check for $10,000 with which to establish the 
Jane fischel memorial fund.

2. i purchased a maternity Ward in the hadassah hospital in 
Jerusalem to be known as the Jane fischel maternity Ward.

3. i purchased a maternity Ward in the Beth israel hospital also 
to be known as the Jane fischel maternity Ward.

4. i gave a sum of money to several colleges with an agreement 
that the income from such fund shall be used for the purpose 
of presenting prizes every year to a boy or girl who is to pre-
pare an essay on Jewish literature, and to be known as the 
Jane fischel memorial Prize.

5. The harry fischel foundation passed a resolution to give to 
the Jane fischel memorial fund every year on the “yarzeit” 
of Jane fischel, $500.00. This sum to be used for the purpose 
of paying annual dues to all societies, and also to give annual 
prizes in the educational institution to which Jane fischel 
belonged before she died.

The news was greatly appreciated by all the children. They 
stated clearly that they had never expected such generosity on 
my part.
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ChaPter 15
DeDiCation of laBoratory in

Beth israel hosPital

i engaged passage on the steamer Conte di Savoia on may 11, 1935. 
This news spread among the institution, with the result that the 
Board of Directors of the Beth israel hospital arranged a recep-
tion for me on april 28th, and on this occasion they dedicated the 
chemical laboratory in my name.

in the presence of nearly 250 guests representing several of 
the institutions with whom i am connected, they also unveiled a 
bronze tablet, reading as follows: “This chemical laboratory was 
established and equipped in the old building at Jefferson and 
Cherry streets in 1912 by mr. harry fischel. it is dedicated in 
this new building in honor of mr. fischel’s 70th Birthday, July 
1935. mr. fischel is connected with the hospital as a director 
and officer since 1889.”

i was very happy to be going to Palestine that year because it was 
always my desire to celebrate my 70th birthday in Jerusalem in my 
own institution.

Before leaving for Palestine i decided to share my fortune with 
my children, in case i decided to remain in Palestine for the rest of 
my life. 

ChaPter 16
DiViDing the stoCK among the ChilDren

i have, therefore, distributed 40% of all the stock i held in all the 
real estate corporations, to my four daughters, equally divided.

While on the steamer away from everybody, my mind was set 
on the harry fischel institute for research in talmud, and i forgot 
all about my personal future.
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one day an idea came to my mind to pray to the almighty that 
i should find my companion in Palestine. i reminded myself of the 
story in the Bible when eliezer went to look for a wife for isaac. 
he had made up his mind that if he found a woman who would 
answer certain questions which he had prepared, that she would be 
the one who was destined by the almighty to be a wife for isaac.

i therefore, also decided on similar lines. if a woman should 
come to my institute, who could answer the qualifications which i 
feel would be required for a woman who is to be my companion, 
then i would try to arrange to marry her when the year is over.

ChaPter 17
arriVing in Palestine: siXth time

With this thought in mind i arrived in Palestine on may 23, 1935.
When i reached the harry fischel institution building i found 

all the scholars lined up in front of the house, and with a greater 
welcome than in 1933, except that this time i was all alone. my late 
wife was no longer with me.

i entered my apartment alone, which was quite different than 
when i came to the same place two years earlier. i missed my late 
wife in every move i made. it took me some time acclimating my-
self to this condition.

it was only when i entered the study rooms listening to the voic-
es of the Talmidei Chachomim, chanting and discussing the torah, 
i was so overjoyed that i forgot about the whole world. i thanked 
the almighty for the great privilege he has given to create this holy 
institution, and for the privilege to be in Palestine again.

however, my entire pleasure was marred by the fact that the 
leader of my institution was missing. The great scholar who was 
guiding the work was not there. rabbi abraham i. Kook, the rosh 
hayesheva was sick for some time, and the institution was greatly 
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disorganized. it took me several weeks to reorganize the work. i 
then came to the conclusion that we must find a man to continue 
the work left off by the great scholar rabbi Kook. This was not so 
easy for two reasons; first, because we did not want to antagonize 
the sick sage by engaging someone without his knowledge and to 
consult him was not permitted by his doctors. second, it was rather 
impossible to find the scholar who could replace this great Talmid 
Chachom. many conferences were held by the family of rabbi 
Kook and other rabbis, until we found the man who possessed all 
the necessary qualifications.

ChaPter 18
the engagement of raBBi lieBerman

This was rabbi saul lieberman, and after several conferences with 
him, i succeeded to engage him as the Dean of the harry fischel 
institute for research in talmud.

i well remember the first lecture he delivered. it made a great 
impression on all the scholars, and he was welcomed by everyone.

rabbi lieberman took full charge of the institution and sug-
gested to me that it is advisable to change the entire method of 
study and put it on a more scientific basis, in order to do real re-
search work and publish the results, giving the benefit of the find-
ings to the scholarly world. This was proven, for in less than two 
years the harry fischel institute published a scholarly work of 600 
pages. This book has been recognized the world over as a great 
useful work, and it was distributed to libraries, colleges and many 
individuals, free of charge.

While i was busy in the selection of the Dean and in reorganiz-
ing the work of the school, a committee was organized to arrange a 
celebration of my 70th birthday.
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ChaPter 19
CeleBration of my 70th BirthDay

on July 17th, 1935, this celebration was attended by over 300 people, 
most of the celebrities among professionals and laymen, were present. 
speeches were made by rabbis, leaders of the institute and profes-
sors of the hebrew university. everyone praised the harry fischel 
institute. i felt at that time that all the hardships i went through my 
whole life were worth the pleasure i derived at this time.

a book entitled the “Jubilee of 70” was published on this oc-
casion by the scholars of the institute, and was presented to each 
guest as a souvenir of this memorable occasion.

i almost decided to remain in Palestine and spend the rest of my 
life in watching the progress of my institute. however, i remind-
ed myself that the money required to maintain the institute must 
come from new york, and on account of the depression in the real 
estate values, i would jeopardize the income of the real estate if i 
remained in Palestine. i therefore, decided to go back to america 
to look after the investments of the harry fischel foundation and 
wait until the time would come when i could settle in Palestine, 
when the income required to maintain the harry fischel institute 
for research in talmud would be safely provided for.

i will now return to my dream before arriving in Palestine, 
namely to find the proper companion who would fit into my life, 
to help me carry on the work in Palestine and in america. Thanks 
to the almighty my dream came true.

ChaPter 20
meeting my Wife miriam

on sunday, June 23rd, 1935, while i was sitting in my study, i was 
informed that a rabbi from england, together with his daughter, 
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wished to see me in the reception room. i immediately came out 
and saw standing before me a man of a type like the prophets of 
old, and addressed himself to me with the following words: “mr. 
fischel, i am rabbi aaron hyman. i heard all about your work in 
education and philanthropy. i heard also that you are looking for a 
companion. i brought you my daughter miriam, the only woman 
who is suitable to help you in your life’s work. take her in your 
study, talk to her, and if you find that she will make you the right 
companion, then i will give you ten years of my life.”

i then said to him: “rabbi if she is the one sent to me by the 
almighty, i want you to live a long life and to enjoy the pleasures 
from this union.”

i took her into my study and conferred with her for one hour, 
and before she left i came to the conclusion that her father was 
right. she possessed all the qualities required to be my compan-
ion, to help me to continue my work. and in order to get better 
acquainted, i suggested to her that she might help me in my work 
at the institute.

after i paid a visit at her home in tel aviv, she came to my study 
every day at 3:00 o’clock, and spent the rest of the day with me. 
i took her home to her brother in Jerusalem each evening. This 
lasted for three weeks. each day i was more convinced that she was 
the proper woman to make my life happy, because she showed keen 
interest in my work.

When the day of the celebration of my 70th birthday came, i 
requested her to supervise the affair, which was done with great 
skill, never before witnessed in Jerusalem. it is a custom in Palestine 
that men and women are in separate rooms. in this case the men 
were seated on the large veranda. The women were all in the rooms 
adjoining with a clear view through the large window. 

as soon as the last speech was finished, i left the men and 
entered the ladies room, and in the presence of every man and  
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woman, i came over to my intended bride and kissed her in the 
presence of the guests. so our engagement was announced.

ChaPter 21
aCCePteD miriam on my 70th BirthDay

i have accepted her as my future bride. We continued our friend-
ship until July the 26th, when i left Palestine. Before i left we made 
arrangements that i would send for her at the end of January 1936.

i will never forget the scene when i called on the late rabbi 
Kook at the hospital to bid him good-bye. While he was then al-
ready in a serious condition, he stated to me that he heard the news 
that i expected to marry miriam hyman, the daughter of rabbi 
hyman, a personal friend of his. he expressed his desire to see her 
and give us his blessing. The doctor at first refused to permit such 
an excitement, but this was his desire and i brought my bride to 
him. he had met her in her father’s home in london. he took my 
hand and asked me to hold her hand and gave us the priestly bless-
ing. This was the last time i was privileged to see this great sage 
of israel, who was responsible for the organization of the harry 
fischel institute for research in talmud.

When i arrived home i found that the children had received 
a cable from Palestine that their father had been married to an 
english woman. it took me some time to convince the children 
that i did not break my promise to wait until the year was over. 
i assured them that i had not married. however, i informed the 
children that before leaving Palestine arrangements were made for 
miriam to join me in america at the end of January. 

miriam arrived in new york on January 28th, 1936, and we 
were happily married in atlantic City at the home of the rabbi on 
february 6th. Thanks to the almighty we are as happy today as we 
were the day we were married.
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soon after our marriage we began to make plans to go to Palestine 
as soon as possible. as time marched on, the harry fischel institute 
had increased its activities, and accordingly the expense of the 
institute had also been increased. The problem was to provide more 
income. The government bonds which are the safest investment 
produced between 2 and 3%. We, therefore, decided to take some 
chances and invest some money in good real estate. We succeeded 
in purchasing the property at 1100 grand Concourse, Bronx, new 
york, an unusually fine property. This added a substantial income 
to the harry fischel foundation . The purchase of this property has 
helped greatly to the preparation of our plan to go to Palestine, with 
the result that on february 27th , 1937 we left for Palestine. 

During my six former visits to Palestine, each time the anticipa-
tion of visiting Palestine again was considered by me a great event. 
This seventh time was of greater consequence for the fact that i 
had additional interests, namely, the hope of seeing my father-in-
law, the great and celebrated author, rabbi aaron hyman. i was 
looking forward to the great pleasure of spending some time with 
him and giving him an opportunity to enjoy the happiness existing 
between my dear wife and myself. however, the almighty saw fit to 
deprive me of this pleasure, because three weeks before we left for 
Palestine the sad news reached us that he had already passed away. 

ChaPter 22
arriVal in Palestine the seVenth time

We arrived on march 11th in lud, about ten miles from Jerusalem, 
where we met rabbi Dove Kook, the registrar of the harry fischel 
institute, and rabbi saul lieberman, the Dean of my institute, 
who came to meet us. We arrived in our institute and were taken 
into the synagogue, where a prayer was offered by all the scholars, 
thanking the almighty for our return to Palestine.
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in the evening a reception was arranged by our scholars and the 
worshippers of our synagogue. it lasted for several hours, and at the 
conclusion of the reception, a petition was presented to me by the 
gabai of my synagogue requesting to enlarge the synagogue, which 
could not accommodate the many refugee worshippers who had 
settled in this neighborhood. i lost no time in preparing plans, and 
in four weeks the alteration was completed, adding about 100 seats 
to the synagogue, and the new decoration of the entire synagogue.

ChaPter 23
DeDiCation of my mausoleum 

on mount of oliVes

it has been the desire of every Jew, beginning with our father 
abraham, to be buried in Palestine. The next mention in our Bible is 
that Jacob asked his son Joseph, the ruler of egypt, that his remains 
shall be taken to Palestine. Then Joseph left a request with the Jewish 
people that when they would be redeemed from egypt, that his re-
mains shall be taken to Palestine. and as history tells us, since that 
time, it has been the desire of everyone, man or woman, to have the 
privilege to be buried in Palestine, especially on the mount of olives. 

With this in mind i decided to take advantage of my stay in 
Jerusalem and build a mausoleum. for this purpose i purchased 
a large plot on the finest part of the mount of olives. i paid for 
same about the same price as our father abraham paid for the en-
tire me’oras hamachpayla. i then prepared plans for the structure. 
i gave out contracts and have watched the construction with the 
same interest as i had in my large structures in new york, and prob-
ably more, considering that this is my future home. This building 
adds credit to the mount of olives.

When the building was finished, a dedication was held on June 
8, 1937, attended by a large crowd, presided over by the Chief 
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rabbi [herzog]. The program consisted of first burying shamos, 
meaning the out-used (worn-out) religious books, which according 
to law must not be destroyed. Then speeches by the Chief rabbi 
and many other rabbis, prayers and psalms by a Cantor and a 
choir. also music. Then mincha was recited and the program was 
closed with buffet refreshments and drinks of all kinds. i was the 
recipient of a blessing from the Chief rabbi that i shall have the 
privilege to visit this holy place for twenty-five years and always go 
back. to this everyone chanted, amen, in such a voice, that i am 
confident that it reached heaven. i am also sure that the blessing 
was accepted and so ordered.

There are many people who order in their will to be buried in 
Palestine. some of these wishes are never carried out because of dif-
ferent reasons. some are buried in their home temporarily and then 
transferred to Palestine. it is my wish, and i pray to the almighty, 
that when my time comes to pass over to the better world, i shall 
then be in Palestine to be taken directly to the ohel which i have 
erected during the best time of my life.

This celebration was a sight which was never seen before. 
automobiles were furnished by me for the entire crowd of more 
than 100.

ChaPter 24
DeCision to PuBlish the mishna

as i stated before, during the time from 1935, when i left Palestine, 
until our arrival in february 1937, the harry fischel institute, un-
der rabbi lieberman, had published a scholarly work. With this 
work completed, the question then came up, what will be the next 
work for the harry fischel institute. for this purpose, my wife and 
i called on Dr. Joseph Klausner, one of the best-known scholars the 
world over. i called on him with my wife, because she has a great 
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knowledge of literature; besides, she is the daughter of rabbi aaron 
hyman, who is the author of several scholarly and useful books.

i told Dr. Klausner that the harry fischel foundation, with 
its investments in new york, is maintaining the harry fischel 
institute for research work in Jerusalem, and is ready to finance 
a work of vital importance which should be used, not only by 
scholars, but should also be appreciated by a man with less knowl-
edge. Whereupon Dr. Klausner suggested that he wanted a few 
days to think it over. he would also like to talk it over with rabbi 
lieberman, the Dean of the institute. i lost no time, and on sunday, 
July fourth, a conference was held and different works were sug-
gested by both Dr. Klausner and rabbi lieberman.

finally, Dr. Klausner suggested that the institute should prepare 
and publish a new version of the six tracts of the mishna. he stated 
that since print came into existence about 500 years ago, fourteen 
different versions have been printed in different places and in dif-
ferent generations. many important subjects have been omitted on 
account of censorship, and many other matters have been added. 
Besides, there are many manuscripts hidden in the important li-
braries, such as the Vatican and in oxford, which have never been 
printed. Dr. Klausner also suggested that all of these fourteen sets 
should be obtained, also copies of the unprinted manuscripts, and 
collaborate in one. This idea, while a very costly project, appealed 
to me, and without any hesitation, i consented. 

The next question was, will rabbi lieberman undertake to car-
ry out this gigantic work? With this idea in my mind, my wife and 
i were very happy. however, the next morning rabbi lieberman 
did not come to the institute as usual and was absent for three con-
secutive days. he could not be reached at home or anywhere else. 
naturally we were very much worried, fearing that something had 
happened to him, g-d forbid, or he might have left the institution 
for fear of this great undertaking. finally, three days later, early 
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in the morning, rabbi lieberman entered our apartment, full of 
joy and contentment, and made the following statement, “mr. 
and mrs. fischel, the suggestion of creating a new version of the 
mishna is a colossal work and will cost an enormous amount of 
money. Before i was to undertake this work, i wanted to decide for 
myself whether i can undertake it. i have, therefore, closed myself 
in my library since i left you, and after i have given this matter 
due consideration, i am ready to undertake to prepare and publish 
a new version of the mishna and also include a new commentary 
by our own scholars. Therefore, as far as we are concerned we are 
ready. now are you ready to give us a free hand to buy all the nec-
essary books, buy some manuscripts and obtain photostatic copies 
of hundreds of manuscripts in different libraries?” my wife and i 
were so pleased with the enthusiasm of rabbi lieberman, that we 
told him, “rabbi, you have my full consent, and with the help of 
the almighty, go on.”

ChaPter 25
aPProVal By raBBis to PuBlish the mishna

at the suggestion of rabbi lieberman, i called a conference of 
the most outstanding rabbis, with the Chief rabbi Dr. herzog at 
the head. i declared to them that on behalf of the harry fischel 
foundation, we agree to finance the publication of a new text of 
the six tracts of the mishna, which is to be a popular edition con-
taining the text and commentary by our own scholars. The text and 
the commentary is to be translated into english in order to give an 
opportunity to bal habatim in the english-speaking countries to 
study the mishna.  

at first the rabonim suggested that the english translation 
should be published in the back of the volume. i proved to them 
that this would not answer the purpose, because in this way the 
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hebrew would be entirely forgotten. i suggested that the transla-
tion shall be on the same page, right under the hebrew text and 
after spending a whole evening, it was finally decided that we first 
publish this popular edition, consisting of the revised text of the 
rav and a commentary by our own scholars. The text and com-
mentary shall be translated into english; also a scholarly edition 
with many commentaries, including the translation of the rambam 
from arabic to hebrew.

it was suggested that many thousands of the popular edition 
shall be printed. in fact there was a bid made by one of the rabbis 
for the agency of this popular edition, to be sold in every english-
speaking country. it was also decided that a scholarly edition 
should be published next and distributed to yeshivas, libraries and 
outstanding rabbis.

This meeting was attended by the Chief rabbi Dr. herzog, 
rabbi meltzer, rabbi Charlop, rabbi hillman, rabbi Berlin, 
rabbi Dove Kook, rabbi lieberman, and myself. a resolution was 
drawn up and signed by everyone. This meeting has given me great 
spiritual pleasure, appreciating that the almighty has granted me 
the great privilege of undertaking this most useful Jewish litera-
ture, the holy mishna. to this i was very much encouraged by the 
great leaders of our Jewish people, the most representative rabbis 
of Palestine, with the Chief rabbi Dr. herzog at the head, and 
after receiving their blessings, i prayed to the almighty to have the 
privilege to complete the entire six tracts of the mishna during my 
life and residing in Palestine. to this they all said “amen”.

i am now looking forward to the time when the almighty will 
bless the world with genuine peace, and that my wife and i shall 
have the privilege of going to Palestine and spending the rest of our 
lives in Jerusalem, watching and hoping to see the entire mishna 
completed by the harry fischel institute and published by the 
harry fischel foundation.
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ChaPter 26
Changing of sCholars

i stated before that when the institute was opened in november, 
1931, we had engaged thirteen men for a term of five years. When 
i arrived in 1933 i engaged seven more. some of them had left be-
cause they had obtained rabbinical positions. some have become 
Rosh Hayeshivot, and others obtained different positions, leaving 
only fifteen in 1937, but only ten were fit for the mishna work. 
Then the problem arose as to how to dispose of the five others who 
were unfit for the mishna work. There is a custom in Palestine that 
it is easy to engage men, but it is very hard to discharge them, es-
pecially married men with families. 

i called the rabbis together and organized an advisory board 
for the future to take care of matters which cannot be solved by 
rabbi Dove Kook and rabbi lieberman alone. at the meeting the 
question of disposing of the five men was settled. some of them 
received a year’s notice with pay, and some received six months sal-
ary and this problem was solved.

rabbi lieberman declared that we need more men to work on 
the mishna. he suggested that we engage young, unmarried men, 
who had no home responsibilities, who could devote all of their 
time to this work. i then authorized them to engage ten young 
men, from the ages of 19  to 25. This was no problem. in two days 
time fifty young men had applied for the examination. ten were 
selected by rabbi Dove Kook and rabbi lieberman.

When i left Palestine in august 1937, rabbi lieberman in-
formed me that most of these young men were great scholars 
and fit for mishna work and might be better than some of the 
older men. in fact the translations of the rambam from arabic 
to hebrew were done by one of the young men. i was also in-
formed by rabbi lieberman that the english translation is being  
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accomplished by a son of Dr. herzog, who is a great scholar, both 
in english and in hebrew.

ChaPter 27
my seVenty-seConD BirthDay

During the time i was engaged in the organization of the differ-
ent requirements to start the work on the mishna, a committee 
was organized to celebrate my seventy-second birthday. The plan 
was even more elaborate than the plan to celebrate my seventieth 
birthday. When the plans were brought to me, i told the commit-
tee that it was unnecessary to celebrate my birthday every year. 
five years apart was sufficient. i also told them that it is my hope 
to celebrate my seventy-fifth birthday in my own institution. The 
plans for an elaborate celebration were abandoned, and my seven-
ty-second birthday was celebrated by our own scholars and a few 
rabbis representing the institution and some of the worshippers in 
our synagogue.

We left Palestine July 28th, 1937 with great satisfaction because 
during the five months we were in Jerusalem we solved many im-
portant problems. We made all arrangements to fill a long-felt need 
by Jewish scholars to publish a new revised edition of the six tracts 
of the mishna, a work never tried before. The almighty blessed me 
with the privilege to undertake this holy work.

We arrived in new york august 24th with the hope and prayer 
to the almighty that our real estate shall improve in order that we 
shall soon be able to go back to Palestine and watch the progress 
of the mishna work. While conditions did not improve, however, 
eight months later, in april 1938, we reserved passage on the Queen 
Victoria to go again to Palestine, but we were compelled to cancel our 
passage on account of the preparations for war. During the two years 
since we left Palestine, the first tract of the mishna, known as Zeraim, 
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was completed, ready for print. however, printing was impossible 
on account of italians trying to get near to Palestine. everything in 
the printing line was disorganized. We were, therefore, compelled to 
abandon the printing until conditions improve in Palestine.  

as it happened that our Dean rabbi lieberman received a call 
from the Jewish Theological seminary in new york to come there 
as a visiting professor for one year. rabbi lieberman came here 
in october. We called a conference of the trustees of the harry 
fischel foundation and decided that if conditions do not improve 
in Palestine, we may be compelled to print the first volume in new 
york. for this purpose we cabled to Palestine that copies of all the 
work should be made at once and sent to new york, to be print-
ed, if necessary, under the direction of rabbi lieberman and Dr. 
arthur hyman, a brother of my wife, who is an expert in this work. 
We are now awaiting the first part of the work to be printed in new 
york, unless the almighty will decide to bring peace soon, as we 
would rather print in Jerusalem, which is more preferable, since 
rabbi lieberman declared that he is waiting patiently to go back 
to Palestine and take charge of the work again.

a short time later, on January 27th, 194l, the Chief rabbi of 
Palestine, Dr. herzog, arrived in new york. Dr. herzog is the 
President of the harry fischel institute in Jerusalem and, as such, 
is thoroughly familiar with the progress of the mishna work and 
also with conditions in Palestine. naturally, i took advantage of the 
opportunity and had arranged a conference at my home between 
Dr. herzog and rabbi lieberman, who is the Dean of the harry 
fischel institute in Jerusalem, and after a great deal of discussion, 
we decided that as soon as Dr. herzog will return to Palestine, and 
i hope very shortly, we will start printing the popular edition of the 
Seder Zeraim in Palestine. 

The Chief rabbi assured me that he will give his full coopera-
tion to this work, as his son is the one who is translating the mishna 
into english.
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rabbi lieberman also reported that before he left Palestine, pa-
per sufficient for this edition was purchased and is stored in our 
own building in Jerusalem.

ChaPter 28
ten years of aCComPlishment

The ten years just past from 1930 to 1940 were the best in my 
life; while not financially, but spiritually, beneficially, and in self-
preservation. spiritually, because we succeeded in giving an oppor-
tunity to our scholars to increase their knowledge in the talmudic 
studies; beneficially to twenty families who were provided with a 
living; self-preservation, because of the opportunity to perpetuate 
the name of harry fischel.

in the ten years the almighty has given me the privilege to first 
establish the harry fischel institute for research in talmud; sec-
ond to establish the harry fischel foundation, which made it pos-
sible to maintain this institution; and third the perpetuation of the 
name harry fischel. Besides this, the almighty has sent me my 
dear wife miriam, at the time of my life when i needed a compan-
ion most, who has been of great assistance in my work from the 
first week i met her, through her ability, her cooperation, her influ-
ence and her inspiration. in spite of my adverse financial position, 
she urged me to continue this work as a labor of love to both of us.

The almighty saw fit to prevent my celebrating my seventy-fifth 
birthday in Palestine. however, it is our intention to go to Palestine 
as soon as peace is declared, with the hope to remain there for the 
rest of our lives, in order to carry out the promise i made in 1923 at 
the dedication of the residence i built for the Chief rabbi abraham 
i. Kook and presented to the high Commissioner herbert samuel. 
on this occasion several rabbis requested me to settle in Palestine. 
my answer was that now i can do more for Palestine by residing in 
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america at this time, but i expect to settle in Palestine when the 
almighty will help me to reach the age of 80. i also promised that 
if the messiah will come before, as we believe he will, and no doubt 
he must come to Palestine first, then the Chief rabbi is to send me 
a cable and i will dispose of my real estate in new york and come 
to Palestine to help build the temple, which is in my line of work. 
This was agreed by the Chief rabbi, also by all those who were 
there. everybody answered “amen”!

Therefore, now at the age of seventy-five, as the time of my 
eightieth birthday is not far off, my wife and i are ready to make 
good my promise.

ChaPter 29
my WorK in ameriCa

in my life’s history, under the name of Forty Years of Struggle for 
a Principle, which was completed in 1927, the last chapter deals 
with laying the cornerstone for the yeshiva rabbi isaac elchanan 
Theological seminary and leaving for Palestine. in this story, the 
continuation of my biography, i have recorded the additional 
work i have accomplished, thanks to the almighty, during the ten 
years in Palestine, by creating and maintaining the harry fischel 
institute for research in talmud.

i now take the privilege to record the work i have done at home 
in new york during the same time, especially for the yeshiva and 
the yeshiva College. for this purpose i must go back three years 
earlier from the time my late wife and i came back from Palestine 
in september 1927.

upon our arrival i found that the construction of the yeshiva 
building was progressing slowly. Then, as Chairman of the building 
committee, i took charge of the work of the building. in addition to 
this work, i was also compelled to take charge of the management  
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of the entire institution, because, to my great regret, i found that 
the President, nathan lamport, had passed away. i was then hold-
ing the position of first Vice President, so i was compelled to take 
the leadership. having the additional responsibility, my time was 
occupied day and night, until the building was finished. 

it took me some time to order and supervise the equipment 
of this large building, and for the dormitories. The next job was 
to prepare for a formal opening, which took place on December 
9, 1928 in the presence of at least ten thousand (10,000) people. 
it would take a professional story writer to picture the opening of 
this, the finest Jewish institutional building in america, the pride 
of the american Jewish people.

i feel it my duty to record also in this narrative the financial prob-
lems which were also part of my duties to arrange for this great enter-
prise. The cost of the building and land including the equipment has 
reached the colossal sum of nearly two million five hundred thousand 
dollars ($2,500,000). a committee to raise the money required was 
appointed with samuel levy, Chairman. The committee arranged a 
dinner, and at this dinner over a million dollars was subscribed, from 
sums of $100 to $100,000. two sums of $100,000 were subscribed, 
one by the late nathan lamport and one by myself.

Then, soon after the dinner a drive was made which resulted in 
getting subscriptions up to the amount of $3,000,000. The sub-
scriptions of the larger amounts were to be paid in annual pay-
ments from five to ten years, in a legal form which was binding and 
negotiable. The largest majority of those subscriptions were made 
by real estate men who were very prosperous up to 1929, then as 
soon as the panic of october 1929 arrived the payments on this 
subscription stopped, except by a small number of us who have 
continued payments.

i want to record at this point, that before the building was fin-
ished i obtained a mortgage from the title guarantee and trust 
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Company for $700,000, expecting to pay this mortgage from the 
monies to be collected from the subscription, but i was disap-
pointed. We needed more money to pay the contractors, to pay 
for the equipment and other expenses, so i succeeded in borrowing 
$100,000 from the Chatham Phoenix Bank on the endorsement of 
sixteen directors, each one for $10,000. When this loan was due, 
only two of us, samuel levy and myself, paid the $10,000 each. 
some paid part, and the rest have either filed legal excuses or were 
not responsible on account of the Depression.  We also succeeded 
in borrowing $100,000 from the same bank on good pledges. We 
also owed Barth & Co. a balance of $90,000 on equipment. all 
the claims amounted to $232,000, and came into the possession 
of the manufacturers trust Co. We also borrowed from the Bank 
of the united states the sum of $100,000. on pledges, part of this 
amount was paid, leaving $68,000, for which they took judgments 
against the yeshiva. 

We also owed a balance of about $400,000 to the contractor. 
in addition thereto, the general income of the yeshiva has been 
reduced on account of the Depression. 

Therefore, as acting president and as chairman of the Building 
Committee, these financial troubles were more than i could carry 
myself. i called a meeting of the Board and asked them to relieve 
me from this great strain. my health was affected, but no one 
was willing to accept this responsibility. Then the late rabbi m. 
s. margolies, a personal friend of mine, decided to undertake the 
responsibility in order to relieve me. he stated that he felt as a 
rabbi it was his duty, and he would maybe succeed in getting the 
cooperation of the directors. to my great regret, rabbi margolies 
was entirely disappointed. Those of the directors who had any re-
sponsibility had left the institution.

Conditions went from bad to worse and the institution was to 
close on July 15, 1932, with no chance to open in september.
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ChaPter 30
Desire to oPen the yeshiVa

The happenings of this summer have made an indelible impres-
sion on my mind. as i was spending my vacation at atlantic City, 
the late Dr. Bernard revel and rabbi levinthal of Philadelphia 
called on me and informed me of the condition of the yeshiva. i 
well remember their words. “mr. fischel, you have invested in this 
enterprise more than any man. you cannot afford to let the yeshiva 
remain closed. We have tried every method and every one whom 
we thought we could interest, but we made no progress. you have 
carried the ship through all storms. it is your duty to open the 
yeshiva on time to save our Jewish name.”

it was a very hot summer; however, i went to new york im-
mediately. on the way i was trying to prepare plans of how to 
begin. i decided to try to interest one who has not suffered in the 
Depression. The lot fell on the late meyer Vessel, who, several times 
before, had spent the summer in long Branch. i called on him, and 
i still remember our conversation. “mr. Vessel, the lot fell on us 
to save the yeshiva. it is a privilege that very few men can get in a 
lifetime. We need $100,000 to place the yeshiva in a good position, 
but with $50,000 i can manage to open the building on time and 
keep it open. you and i will loan $25,000 each to the institution.” 
mr. Vessel agreed and we both went to new york. We each de-
posited $25,000 with samuel levy, under an agreement that this 
money can only be available if we succeed in obtaining either loans 
or gifts of an additional sum of $50,000. With this understanding 
i went to the late rabbi margolies, the President, and we prepared 
a letter, reading as follows:

“Dear sir:
it grieves me very much to inform you that the yeshiva is closed 
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and i have done everything in my power to get people to come to 
our assistance, without any result.

finally, a ray of sunshine has appeared. mr. harry fischel and 
mr. meyer Vessel are willing to loan the yeshiva $25,000 each, 
providing we will raise $50,000 additional.

if the torah means anything to you, and if you have any re-
spect for my old age, please come to our assistance in this time 
of distress, to save our yeshiva, the only bulwark of our Jewish 
people in america.” 

This letter was signed by the rabbi personally and was sent to 
every one of the directors and also to a number of the former sub-
scribers, with the result that we waited two weeks and not a single 
dollar came in. i will never forget the disappointment of this great 
sage, seeing that the light of the torah has been extinguished and 
no hope to rekindle it again. it was the rabbi’s expression of feeling 
that made me go on further.

in order to open the yeshiva it required paying eight months in-
terest on the mortgage, about $30,000, and eleven months salaries 
to the teachers at the rate of $5,000 per month.

i then went to the mortgagee and arranged to give them $10,000, 
for which they agreed to give us an extension for six months to pay the 
balance. i also agreed with the teachers to give each one three months 
pay, leaving the balance of eight months due for them for later. i 
decided to loan the $25,000 myself. however, i went to mr. Vessel 
and offered him a partnership in this loan and to give him half of 
the mitzvah. mr. Vessel accepted the offer. We both loaned $12,500 
each for which we took notes to be paid at the rate of $1,000 per 
month; $2,500 of these notes were paid to each of us. The balance of 
$10,000 is still due to each of us. however, the yeshiva was opened 
on time and the late rabbi gave his blessing, and i had the great 
privilege to take off the stigma from our Jewish people in america. 
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Conditions commenced to improve from that time on, except 
that two years later in september 1934, the late Dr. Bernard revel 
called on me with a sad story again, that he could not open the 
College in time because the professors had not been paid for several 
months. he needed $3,000. he had tried every which way to get a 
loan for this money, but he did not succeed. i was the only one on 
whom depended the opening the College. i gave him a check for 
$3,000 and the College was opened on time. it seems that this loan 
of mine was lucky, because since then conditions in the institution 
have improved. Their income was sufficient to cover the expense. 
however, not a dollar could be saved for the reduction of the large 
obligations, with the result that judgments were taken against the 
institution. The bank account was attached, a foreclosure notice 
was served by the mortgagee and the directors left the institution 
one by one, fearing to be connected with a bankrupt institution. 

as i stated before, my wife and i came home from Palestine in 
august 1937, with great satisfaction that the harry fischel institute 
in Jerusalem had made great progress. While on the steamer, away 
from all thoughts of business, seeing g-d’s creations around you, 
the mind is engrossed in nothing but the spiritual.

my wife and i decided that when we got home we would try 
to help our own yeshiva, where i have put in years of hard labor. 
Besides, i had invested up to that time the large sum of $156,000. 
it also came to my mind the pleasure i enjoyed at the laying of the 
cornerstone, then watching the building going up, and above all, 
the opening of the building. later on i had the privilege of making 
it possible to open the yeshiva and the College when it was closed.

all this came to my mind. it made one feel that this institution 
is a part of my life. We then came to the conclusion that when we 
got home i would make every effort to try to relieve the institution 
of its colossal obligation. i lost no time.

as soon as we came, i made an investigation and found that 
the most urgent debt was to the contractors, amounting to about 
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$440,000, because they had started a foreclosure on a second mort-
gage they held on the yeshiva property.  

ChaPter 31
ContraCtors’ Claims settleD

i well remember that several efforts were made before to settle 
this enormous amount of about $400,000, conferences being 
held without results. The best the contractors were ready to ac-
cept was not less than $100,000. however, on this occasion i 
was in a better position because the building was under a foreclo-
sure by the first mortgagee, and after several conferences, i suc-
ceeded in buying the entire claims for $29,000. i gave them my 
own check of $5,0000 as a deposit. Then, with the assistance of 
mendel gottesman and samuel levy, we raised the balance, and 
the yeshiva was released from the largest obligation. however, this 
claim was not discharged. We took an assignment in the name of 
the yeshiva endowment fund, which i thought would help me to 
settle the other obligations.

ChaPter 32
PurChase JuDgment from 

the BanK of the uniteD states

next in line was the judgment held by the Bank of the united 
states, in liquidation for $68,000. for this purpose, i was com-
pelled to make use of my acquaintance with the attorney for the 
bank in liquidation, also with the deputy of the bank examiner, to 
whom i was introduced by a man of high standing, which helped 
me considerably. i succeeded in settling this claim for the sum of 
$10,500. i had the contract drawn up by my attorney for the trans-
fer of the judgment, and i gave them a deposit of my own money. 
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With this accomplished, i notified the temporary chairman of the 
Board of Directors, hon. samuel levy.

a meeting was called and i reported my accomplishment, 
which was appreciated by everyone. i then suggested that this 
money should be subscribed by the board. i explained to them 
that with the removal of the obligation and judgment, every loan 
made to the yeshiva is perfectly safe. however, no one was will-
ing to make any loans. With my determination to relieve the 
yeshiva from its obligations, i suggested to the board that the 
harry fischel foundation would advance the money on condi-
tion that the yeshiva shall assign to the foundation some of the 
better subscriptions as security for the loan, and any additional 
loans which my foundation would make. This suggestion was 
accepted by the board and a    resolution to this effect was passed 
by a unanimous vote, signed by those present.

among these subscriptions was one from the late nathan 
lamport for the sum of $40,000. as soon as the assignment of the 
subscription was delivered to the harry fischel foundation, i lost 
no time, paid the Bank of the united states the money and took 
the assignment of the judgment against the yeshiva in the name of 
the harry fischel foundation, thereby relieving the yeshiva from 
the second large obligation.

i was thankful to the almighty for this privilege of being able 
to carry out two-thirds of the plan i had prepared while on the 
steamer coming from Palestine. This was accomplished in a much 
shorter time than i ever expected, and for much less money than 
i anticipated, giving me more courage and a greater desire to con-
tinue the work to redeem the yeshiva from all its obligations.
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ChaPter 33
PurChasing Claim 

from manufaCturers trust Co.

The only claim left was to the manufacturers trust Co. for the 
sum of $232,000. i decided to handle this case differently from the 
way i had handled the other two cases, because in the case of the 
contractor i dealt with the chairman of the committee, who had 
worked for me for years. he himself was a real estate owner. he 
knew what the Depression had done to real estate. he also knew 
how much more the contractor had lost on other buildings. 

in the case of the Bank of the united states it was a little harder, 
because it was in the hands of attorneys who had to get the ap-
proval of the court to the settlement.  

in the case of manufacturers trust Co. i had to deal with a live 
institution and one of the largest banks in new york. i therefore 
decided to reach the head, the President, mr. gibson. it was not so 
easy to get an appointment with him. fortunately, one of the Vice 
Presidents, mr. Boyd, had known me for forty years. When he was 
manager of the Century Bank, which took over the Jefferson, i had 
dealings with him because i was the chairman of the liquidation 
Committee of the Jefferson Bank. since then we very often met, 
because i was a depositor in the Jefferson Bank.  i went with the 
Jefferson Bank to the Century Bank, under the management of 
mr. Boyd. Then the Century Bank was bought by the Chatham 
Phoenix Bank and i went with them. eventually i came to the 
manufacturers trust Co., and having mr. Boyd as my friend, i had 
no difficulty to get an appointment with mr. gibson.
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ChaPter 34
ConferenCe With mr. giBson

i will never forget the reception extended to me by mr. gibson. 
i thought that half the battle was won, because once before i had 
such a reception by the President of the new york Central railroad 
when i was introduced by the late Jacob h. schiff. That recep-
tion brought great success. i therefore felt that in this case, too, 
the almighty would guide me and lead me to success to clear the 
yeshiva from this last obligation. 

When our greetings were over, mr. gibson stated, “mr. fischel, 
i presume you came here not for your personal interest, because 
your reputation is well established in this bank, since you have paid 
up hundreds of thousands of dollars during the worst depression. 
now, mr. fischel, what is your request, and before you state your 
case i will call in two of my associate officers, who i am sure will 
also be interested to hear your story.” Then mr. gibson called in 
mr. Van elem and mr. faulkner.  

i then proceeded, “gentlemen, i am here on behalf of the yeshiva 
rabbi isaac elchanan [Theological seminary] and the yeshiva 
College. This institution is in existence for sixty years. Personally, 
i am connected with this institution for fifty-three years. During 
that period we have changed our buildings four times, in different 
locations in new york. in each instance, i had the privilege to be 
the Chairman of the Building Committee. Then in 1924, when the 
real estate men were prosperous, a few of us got together and decid-
ed to erect a large edifice with sufficient space to provide the need 
for future generations. for such an enterprise the estimate was to be 
about $3,000,000. as usual, such a campaign is started with a din-
ner. This dinner was an exception. We sold 1,000 plates at $1,000 
each, making the sum of $1,000,000. Besides, subscriptions were 
obtained from $100 to $50,000. in a short time the subscriptions 
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mounted up to nearly $3,000,000. two of the subscriptions were 
for $100,000. each, one from the late nathan lamport and one 
from myself. later on mr. lamport increased his to $200,000, and 
my own amounts to date [were increased] to $160,000, which is 
all paid, and most of the other large subscriptions were made in 
yearly installments, from five to ten years. Then came the 1929 
Depression, and very few were able to meet the payments, with 
the result that we owe money to the contractors, interest on the 
mortgage, as we expected to pay off from the subscriptions. This 
mortgage is now being foreclosed. We owe your bank $232,000. 

“i came to you, not as a Director of the institution, but as the 
President of the harry fischel foundation, [which] is willing to 
purchase this claim from you for the same price. We have just 
paid a claim of $68,000 from the Bank of the united states, in 
liquidation, namely at l2 1/2% percent, amounting in your case 
to about $30,000.

“i want to inform you that the harry fischel foundation was 
established by me for charitable purposes only, and i have succeed-
ed in having our Board of trustees loan the amount necessary to 
give a deposit on the purchasing of the two bank claims, because 
we expect to collect the sum of $40,000 from the lamport estate.” 

Well, my story and offer appealed very much to mr. gibson and 
his associates, especially when this offer came from me. however, 
mr. gibson stated that as an individual he sympathized with the 
yeshiva, but as President of the bank he could not approve of this 
offer and make an exception to a Jewish institution, because there 
had been many such offers made by other institutions not Jewish, 
and it was the policy of the board not to entertain any settlements. 
he also told me that they had made one exception in the case of 
the lafayette College, and that brought them lots of trouble, and 
the board had decided not to make any more exceptions, and if 
necessary they would rather lose the entire sum. 
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Then, while talking to them the almighty came to my assistance 
with a new thought, and with great courage i made the following 
statement: “gentlemen, the harry fischel foundation is the owner 
of 1,000 shares of the manufacturers trust Company stock, and as 
a partner in the bank i feel it my duty, and take the liberty to warn 
you as officers, not to lose this offer of $30,000, because you will 
never see one dollar of this indebtedness, which also means a loss to 
my foundation. i beg of you to consider carefully before you turn 
down this offer.”

This statement worked like magic. Their entire attitude was 
changed and mr. gibson asked me to increase the offer to $35,000, 
and he would advise the committee to accept and authorize their 
attorney to prepare the agreement. i asked them for one week’s op-
tion, which they granted me.

naturally, with such a victory i lost no time and ordered a meet-
ing of the board. at this meeting i reported the entire episode. it 
took no time to convince the board of my accomplishment, and 
a resolution was passed unanimously, authorizing me to make the 
deal at $35,000. i then suggested that i was ready to give a deposit 
on behalf of the harry fischel foundation. This offer was appreci-
ated by the entire board, and was unanimously approved by the 
board.

i went to the attorney for the bank and told him that i was 
authorized to close the deal, and to my great surprise, the attorney 
informed me that my appeal to the board had made such a great 
impression, that they had decided to accept my offer of $30,000 
instead of $35,000. The papers were drawn up, the bank agreeing 
to assign the claim of $232,000 to the harry fischel foundation 
for the sum of $30,000. i gave the bank a check for $5,000 and 
agreed to pay the balance thirty days later, on January l0th, 1938. 

The contract provided that if i fail to pay the $25,000 on 
that date, the deposit shall be deducted from the original sum of 
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$232,000. i signed the contract and gave a deposit of $5,000 as 
provided in the contract.

Words fail me to describe the pleasure i enjoyed when i left 
the office of the bank with the contract in my possession. This 
meant that my dream of clearing the yeshiva from the last claim 
of $232,000 had come true, and especially since i had succeeded 
in making this purchase for such a small sum of $30,000, even 
$5,000 less than the amount approved by the board. however, 
my pleasure was marred when i found that the man who had 
made the promise to advance 50% of the amount required had 
backed out.

i tried hard to get someone, or a group, to invest the 50%, but 
without any success. if the harry fischel foundation had the en-
tire amount on hand, i would, no doubt, have induced the trustees 
to advance the entire amount. But since this was impossible, i was 
compelled to try other plans.

in the meantime, i succeeded in getting an adjournment for 
thirty days.

as i stated before, the claim against the lamport estate was as-
signed to the harry fischel foundation for $40,000. as my next 
step, i went to the executors and to the attorney for the lamport 
estate and suggested that they advance the $25,000 necessary to 
pay the bank. i offered to wait for the $4,000 advanced by the 
harry fischel foundation for the deposit on the contract, also for 
the $10,500 advanced by the harry fischel foundation too for the 
purchase of the judgment from the Bank of the united states in 
liquidation. This $15,500 deal could wait as long as they desired 
and without any interest. 

i also went to the sons of nathan lamport and pleaded with 
them that their father had signed an agreement to pay this money. 
he had provided the money with which to pay. i said, “you are 
therefore in duty bound to carry out your father’s desire.”
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The result was that one of the sons not only refused to grant my 
request, but stated that they would fight the claim in court, even if 
they had to pay the entire amount for legal expenses.

realizing the position that we will never collect the $40,000 
unless we take legal action, i decided that it was my duty, as the 
custodian of this claim, to start a legal action.

accordingly, i engaged an attorney to bring suit against the ex-
ecutors, compelling them to file an accounting of the estate, which 
they should have done ten years earlier. The executors were served, 
and they then realized that they could not get away simply by re-
fusing to pay. Then the attorney for the estate requested an exten-
sion of time in which to file the accounting. This extension was 
granted by us, from time to time, for a period of two years. We felt 
that we might get the money much sooner in this way, until we 
were convinced that they were playing for time. Then our attorney 
went to the judge of the surrogate Court and explained the entire 
situation to him. The judge was very much impressed with the 
patience we have shown.

The judge sent for the attorney of the estate and advised him to 
pay the $40,000. otherwise they would have to pay interest on this 
sum which was due several years ago.

The attorney saw that all these tactics would not work any lon-
ger, so he promised to produce the $40,000, providing the attor-
ney for the harry fischel foundation would agree to relieve the 
lamport estate from any expenses whatsoever. This was promptly 
agreed upon by our attorney. The check was delivered to the judge, 
and the harry fischel foundation contributed the sum of $2,400 
for the legal expenses to albert Wald, the attorney and trustee of 
the harry fischel foundation, which was probably one-half of the 
amount which would have been charged by another attorney.

once we were assured of the money, i lost no time and went 
to the attorney for the bank, harry Kaufman, an old friend of the 
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yeshiva and of mine, and informed him that the money was there, 
and that he should try to get the bank to accept the $25,000 in ac-
cordance with the original contract signed about two years earlier. to 
my great surprise the bank accepted the $25,000, omitting even the 
interest, to which they were entitled on the $25,000 for two years.

The matter was closed and the yeshiva was freed from the large 
obligation of $232,000. While i was happy at the times i relieved 
the yeshiva on the two former occasions, the settlement with the 
contractor and the Bank of the united states, there was no com-
parison with my happiness when i accomplished my entire job of 
clearing the yeshiva from every obligation, except the mortgage on 
the property, which is expected to be settled shortly.

ChaPter 35
reorganiZing the yeshiVa

With all the obligations of the yeshiva removed, i decided that now 
was the time to reorganize the institution, to get a new board of 
responsible men to undertake maintaining the institution and to 
bring it to the high position which it should occupy in the educa-
tional field.

i reminded myself that some time ago my good son-in-law, 
rabbi herbert s. goldstein, had prepared a complete plan to re-
organize the yeshiva, but the time was not ripe, because of the 
indebtedness. i had a conference with rabbi goldstein, in order to 
revive his plan.

accordingly, in consultation with mr. sarr, we made a list of 
about thirty outstanding men. We invited them to a meeting at my 
home on october 9th, 1939. twenty-one answered the call, and 
right then and there we organized a committee to elect a Board of 
Directors and the necessary officers. rabbi goldstein accepted the 
chairmanship of this committee.
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i am proud to record that this committee, under the leadership 
of my son-in-law, rabbi goldstein, has succeeded in organizing an 
excellent Board of Directors, with outstanding men as officers. The 
existence of the yeshiva is now assured.

i must confess that i am now taking a retired position, since the 
institution is now out of obligation, and for this i am thankful to the 
almighty that he gave me the privilege to accomplish this through 
the harry fischel foundation. i therefore feel that at the age of 75, 
having given to the yeshiva fifty years of active service, and having 
the privilege to subscribe and pay the sum of $160,000 according to 
the records of the yeshiva during the last fifteen years only, i there-
fore feel that i am entitled to retire from active work. however, i am 
watching the work done by the new board, and i am ready to give 
my cooperation and advice based on my fifty years of experience.

i am happy to record that only about one month ago the harry 
fischel foundation purchased $5,000 worth of bonds which 
helped to provide a majority of bonds for the mortgage on the 
yeshiva building, thereby removing and discontinuing the foreclo-
sure of the mortgage.

ChaPter 36
the Death of Dr. BernarD reVel

This record would not be complete if i failed to record the loss to 
the yeshiva by the death of our leader, Dr. Bernard revel, a prince 
in israel, who passed away. The loss sustained by the yeshiva and by 
its students is impossible to describe. his place can never be filled 
by any one man who could possess all the qualities of Dr. revel. 

i had the privilege of being in close touch with him during the 
twenty-five years that our yeshiva was blessed with his leadership. 
many times Dr. revel disclosed to me his heartaches, his sufferings 
for the yeshiva. Personally, i lost the best friend and adviser.
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only a short time ago Dr. revel attended a meeting, at my 
home, as a member of the advisory Board of the harry fischel 
institute for research in talmud in Jerusalem. The advisory Board 
will also miss him. his knowledge in the field of higher learning 
cannot be filled, and the institution will suffer this great loss.

as a friend i was closely acquainted with his family life. The at-
tention given to him by his wife under adverse conditions is to be 
admired. she devoted all of her strength to bring him relief. she 
consoled him in all his grief, on account of the yeshiva. i am very 
happy that i brought before the Board of Directors the necessity 
of providing a pension for mrs. revel, which is the best tribute the 
board could have paid to their leader, who died as a martyr to the 
cause of the yeshiva.

ChaPter 37
as treasurer of the hias

There are two more events which i feel should be included in this 
record. one began fifty years ago, but was celebrated last may. 
namely, the hias, the hebrew immigrant aid society. i was elect-
ed treasurer in l890, and i was privileged by the almighty to serve 
in this capacity for fifty consecutive years. last march i was again 
re-elected for the fifty-first time.

soon after election the President, abraham herman, called on me 
and presented to my wife and myself an elaborate plan for a public dinner 
commemorating my fiftieth anniversary of holding the position as 
treasurer, also celebrating my 75th birthday. my wife and i decided 
that it was not advisable at this time to make such a public celebra-
tion. We told mr. herman that while we fully appreciated the honor 
and the good will of our directors, however, when our Jews all over 
the world were suffering, the expense of such a dinner could be used 
for a better purpose. instead, we suggested to tender a dinner to the 
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board in our own home. This offer was accepted by mr. herman, 
and this dinner was held on may 16th, 1940, and was attended by 
the entire board of the hias, also by my own family.

ChaPter 38
as PresiDent of the Pilgrim state hosPital

The other event is of ten years duration. This event is probably not 
so important to the community, but it has given me lots of pleasure 
and contentment.

in september, 1930, franklin D. roosevelt, then governor of 
the state of new york, sent for me and offered me the position as 
a member of the Board of Visitors of the Pilgrim state hospital for 
the insane, the largest such institution in the world, accommodat-
ing 12,000 patients. This institution had just been completed. The 
board consisted of four men and three women members.

mr. roosevelt informed me that he had appointed six members 
of other nationalities and myself, representing the Jewish people, 
who comprised about l5% of the patients. he also informed me 
that he had selected me on account of my connection with the 
Beth israel hospital. soon thereafter i was requested by the state 
Commissioner of mental hygiene, frederick W. Parsons, to call 
a meeting of the seven appointees for the purpose of electing a 
President and secretary. i called a meeting at my office on october 
20th. The Commissioner also came to this meeting. he introduced 
himself and informed us of our duties and privileges. Then, when 
it came to the election of a President, the Commissioner informed 
us that it was the desire of the governor that mr. fischel be elected 
President. naturally the election was unanimous. up to this date 
i have never found out what was the motive of the governor to 
have me as President, where there were three more men of very 
high rank.
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When the year passed i was again elected President by a unani-
mous vote, which was repeated every year, and i am proud that i 
am still occupying the office of President, and in appreciation of 
my management, the board honored me with a portrait of myself, 
which is placed on the wall of the meeting room, with the portrait 
of Dr. Pilgrim, whose name the institution carries, on one side, 
and on the other side is the portrait of Dr. tiffany, the first super-
intendent, who is now occupying the position of Commissioner of 
the state.

The board meets every month. one meeting is held in the  
institution and one in my office. our work is very constructive  
and interesting.

ChaPter 39
PuBliCation in memory of Jane fisChel

The harry fischel foundation in conjunction with the Jane fischel 
memorial fund has just received from Palestine, a very impor-
tant work, a book of ethics, written by the well-known sage, reb 
alexander Ziskind (ca. 1735–1794), 150 years ago, under the title 
Yesod Veshoresh Hoavodo. he was a great-great-grandfather of Jane 
fischel. This book was published for the first time in 1790, then 
was republished in 1840, and again in 1875. 

it is being used in the Yeshivoth practically the world over as 
the best book on ethics, and it is practically impossible to obtain 
in any bookstore. it was, therefore, decided by the trustees of the 
harry fischel foundation and the Jane fischel memorial fund to 
republish this important work in a more elaborate form of print-
ing and binding, with an english synopsis, which has been revised 
by rabbi Dove Kook, the registrar of the harry fischel institute 
in Jerusalem. This book is now being distributed to Yeshivas and 
libraries, also to important rabbis free of charge. 
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This book has been published in memory of the late Jane fischel, 
my late wife, let her soul rest in peace.

ChaPter 40
PurChase of 987 fifth aVenue

i mentioned before that i had purchased two parcels of real estate 
with money belonging to the harry fischel foundation. Both of 
these purchases were in the best locations in the Bronx, on the best 
part of the grand Concourse, promising an excellent future as far 
as anyone can foresee, but each one is subject to a bank mortgage 
at 4% interest . however, the Depression proved that no property 
is safe unless it is free and clear of any mortgage. Therefore, my last 
investment for the harry fischel foundation has been the property 
at 987 fifth avenue, which is free and clear of any mortgage.

The history of 987 fifth avenue is unusual and it is worth-
while recording in this narrative. This building was a palatial resi-
dence, built by a famous new york millionaire, at a cost of over 
$300,000.00. There was a mortgage on this property held by the 
franklin savings Bank of $125,000.00. after the Depression, the 
bank foreclosed this mortgage and bought in the property. They 
held it about five years, paying taxes, without receiving any income 
from it. Then the property was sold to me for $40,000.00. When 
this purchase was recorded in the newspapers, comments were made 
that it was the cheapest property ever sold in new york, especially 
on the finest part of fifth avenue. i purchased this property for the 
harry fischel foundation, and had the house reconstructed for 
thirteen families, at an expense of about $50,000. adding this to 
the cost of purchase of $40,000, the property cost the foundation 
about $90,000, and is free and clear of any mortgage. at this time 
the house is about 90% rented and produces a very fine income for 
the harry fischel foundation.
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ChaPter 41
Began stuDying the talmuD at 69

our sages state that the best is always left for the last. in the para-
graph entitled “ten years of aCComPlishment,” i 
enumerated several of the achievements i was privileged by the 
almighty to accomplish. however, i left for the last the most im-
portant accomplishment, namely, the beginning of my studies in 
talmud at the age of 69.

There is, no doubt, many a man who has duplicated my work 
in philanthropy, and there are, no doubt, several competitors of 
mine who have spent large fortunes for religious education, and 
there is probably some man somewhere in the world who has cre-
ated an institution for research work in talmud. however, our 
Jewish history does not mention anyone who began studying the 
talmud at the age of 69. however, history does tell us that one of 
our greatest sages, rabbi akiva, started his education at the age 
of 40. Therefore, in this accomplishment of starting to study the 
talmud at 69, i stand alone, for which i am especially thankful to 
the almighty for giving me the privilege to do so.

in my first biography, known as Forty Years of Struggle for a 
Principle, i have elaborated on my youth. however, in this narra-
tive i will only mention one fact, and that is that i came to america 
at the age of 20, coming from a small town in lithuania, and of 
poor parents. i had no opportunity to acquire very much hebrew 
knowledge. i was, therefore, content with the knowledge of the 
Bible only. however, since i came to our free country of america, 
where knowledge can be acquired without any hardship and with-
out any cost, i immediately took advantage of the opportunity 
and began the study of the mishna. at first i received a few les-
sons at home. Then i took advantage of a Chevra Mishnaoth which 
was studying every morning after prayers. i could not take up any 
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higher learning, for the reason that my mind and my time were 
immediately taken up with the responsibility of communal work 
at the very beginning of my life in new york, with religious edu-
cation and philanthropy, and  as mentioned previously, that i be-
came treasurer of the hias in 1890, four years after my arrival in 
america, besides the responsibility of raising a family. also, some 
time was required for my real estate business.  

as time marched on, the communal problems increased, leav-
ing no time for me to continue any higher learning. i was there-
fore content with the knowledge of the mishna, which i can hap-
pily state that i never failed to study every morning during the 
last fifty years.

Then in 1931, when the almighty gave me the privilege to create the 
harry fischel institute for research in talmud, the love for the talmud 
developed in me greatly, and became part of my natural life. i then  
realized that it was absolutely necessary for me to have some 
talmudical knowledge in order to appreciate the value of the re-
search work being done in my institute in Jerusalem, and also to 
participate in a talmudical discussion whenever the opportunity 
would present itself.

on January 3rd, 1935, my late wife passed away, let her soul 
rest in peace, at which time i was 69 years old. i then decided to 
go to Palestine and probably settle there permanently. it was then 
that i decided that the time had come for me to begin my studying 
of the talmud. i immediately started with a friend of mine, Joseph 
adler, a good scholar of the talmud. During the last six years we 
have studied together three sessions every week. it was rather hard 
at the beginning, but after a short time, i mastered the principles 
of the talmud. today, after six years of study, we have completed 
five volumes. i am now in a position to state that the talmud has 
become part of my life, and is the best relaxation for the mind 
in times like these. i can safely state that it is the studying of the 
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talmud that has broadened my mind, and has given me a clear vi-
sion and understanding of how to solve difficult problems. 

i pray to the almighty that he shall grant me the privilege of 
continuing to study the talmud for many, many years to come.

ChaPter 42
in ConClusion 

When i finished my life’s history in 1927, i then prayed to the 
almighty to have the privilege of continuing my labors on behalf 
of religious education and philanthropy, so that i might, at a later 
date, be able to record additional efforts on behalf of these same 
religious and humanitarian principles.

Well, the almighty answered my prayers. i have had the privi-
lege to record again some of my accomplishments during the thir-
teen years from 1927, to the present date, January 1, 194l.

at the time i completed the story of my life in 1927, i was 
worth millions in equities in real estate; also some liquid assets, 
which i put away for my old age. however, in 1929, the almighty 
saw fit to bring the general Depression and washed away all real 
estate equities, and mine included. however, i am thankful to the 
almighty that he gave me the vision and privilege to organize the 
harry fischel foundation. i assigned to this foundation the liquid 
assets which i had saved, otherwise this money would also have 
been lost, together with the real estate, and it is with this saving 
that i created the harry fischel institute in Jerusalem, and pro-
vided a fund to take care of this work as far as any human mind can 
foresee. for this i am especially grateful to the almighty. 

i again fervently pray and hope that i may be privileged to record 
additional work, and that the almighty will see fit to bring peace 
and happiness to the world, and especially in Palestine, so that the 
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work of the scholars of the harry fischel institute in Jerusalem will 
go on uninterrupted.

i especially pray that my wife and i be privileged to settle in 
Jerusalem and enjoy the pleasure of seeing the six tracts of the 
mishna completed.
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epilogue

harry fischel’s rags-to-riches story stands out in two ways. one 
was his service to the Jewish community, especially in the field of 
education, and the other was his dedication to public service in 
general, to the point where at various times when still in his prime, 
he dedicated more time to public service than to making money for 
himself. for the 8-year period from 1903 to 1911 he focused his 
energies almost exclusively on his philanthropic work, and again 
later as Chairman of the Building Committee of yeshiva College in 
the 1920s, and, to a significant extent, in keeping yeshiva College 
from going bankrupt and closing during the great Depression in 
the 1930s. although many people lost their fortunes during the 
panic of 1907, because harry fischel was devoted primarily to 
philanthropic work during that period, he was insulated from the 
catastrophic effects of this panic, and his fortune was preserved. 
While it was affected by the great Depression, particularly as to 
equities, the story of his life and his achievements after 1929 show 
that, particularly with his preserved liquid assets, fischel still man-
aged to do far more good on behalf of far more people after the 
great Depression began than most philanthropists did before it 
hit. fischel did not waver in his faith in god, and was rewarded 
for this faith.

harry fischel decided to live out his last years in israel, but in 
a manner unlike any other philanthropist. in america, he lived 
on Park avenue in new york, then one of the most prestigious 
neighborhoods in the world, in a custom-built apartment in a 
custom-built apartment house. he had built it to accommodate 
his own religious requirements of a low floor that did not re-
quire him to use an elevator, and with a room with a removable 
roof to enable him to celebrate the religious holiday of sukkot 
with maximum convenience. This is described in the book, at 
page 370, with a photograph facing page 368. Because of the 
removable roof, he gave up the rent that he would have received 
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from tenants all the way above him, as can still be seen at 910 
Park avenue on the southwest corner of 80th street and Park 
avenue, in new york City, in what is still one of the most presti-
gious neighborhoods in the world. he could have easily lived out 
his final years in such luxury, or in similar luxury anywhere else. 
he chose, rather, to donate most of his remaining money to a 
foundation to support the harry fischel institute (the machon), 
as well as other charitable entities he had established and future 
projects not yet initiated, and to live out his final years in a rela-
tively spartan apartment adjacent to the religious school he had 
built in Jerusalem, which was then not nearly as well developed as 
most major cities were at the time, and on land that was not even 
developed into a country, and which was on the brink of turning 
into a War Zone. The reason for this decision? he wanted to bask 
in the sounds of Jewish studies in his institution throughout the 
day, on the highest level, from his ground floor apartment, when 
he woke up in the morning until he would go to sleep at night.

even this was not enough of a sacrifice. When fuel was rationed, 
he insisted, at some point, in allocating his share to the students of 
the yeshiva he had built. rabbi yosef Cohen, of Blessed memory, 
who had been a leading religious court judge in israel and the head 
of the program for training religious court judges at the machon, 
recalls harry fischel’s couching his sacrifice in Jewish literary al-
most poetic terms; fischel declared that he wanted his share of the 
fuel to go to “the Choshen Mishpat” (the section of the Shulchan 
Arukh—the Code of Jewish Law—which deals with monetary 
matters). The students of the Machon were already then known 
throughout the world to excel in this area of study, which lent itself 
to their future specialization as judges in the courts to be set up in 
the country that was about to be created.

even this was not enough of a sacrifice. efficient and frugal until 
the end, he was so focused on having every resource channeled into 
his beloved institution that he had a habit of turning off light bulbs 
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himself if he found any left on unnecessarily, and when he fell off 
a chair in doing so, his resulting injuries could not be overcome. it 
is hoped that the lesson he thereby “taught” was that every person 
should abhor waste; even the owner of or sponsor of an institution 
should make sure that resources will not be wasted. The deeper 
lesson, of course, is that all of us are custodians of our bodies for a 
limited period of time, and should not waste the time we have in 
them or any other resource in serving our Creator, nor should we 
sit back and wait for our Creator to turn off our lights!

even in death, harry fischel continued to serve his people 
well. During his lifetime, he had arranged for a mausoleum to be 
built on the historic mount of olives overlooking Jerusalem for 
his final resting place. When he passed away, on January 1, 1948, 
the fighting for an independent country of israel was in full swing, 
and dozens of human remains, some say hundreds of people, who 
had burial plots on this most historic cemetery, were piled up in 
hospitals unable to be brought to their designated eternal resting 
place. Because of harry fischel’s contacts, the fighting was inter-
rupted in his honor, with the special passage of an armed convoy 
of the British army bearing his body to its final resting place on 
the mount of olives, and once this convoy was arranged, the re-
mains of many of these other Jews were transported along with the 
remains of harry fischel. one of the young men, then, who had 
accompanied his remains part of the way, on that day, recalled his 
presence there at a ceremony that took place in the machon the 
year this supplemented book went to press, more than six decades 
later. so once again, harry fischel continued to serve his people 
in his very first posthumous hours, and has continued to do so 
ever since.

and now, through the many institutions that harry fischel cre-
ated, supported, and maintained, including the three institutions 
that came into being after the original biography was published, 
and projects current and future, the influence of harry fischel  
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continues, it is hoped, to make the world a better place, especially 
the Jewish world, not only for a limited number of years to come, 
but to eternity.

air
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harry fischel institute for research in Jewish law
machon harry fischel

The harry fischel institute for research in Jewish law, known in 
hebrew as machon harry fischel, was founded by harry fischel 
in 1931. it is located on the corner of israel aharon fischel street, 
in the Bukharian section of Jerusalem, near the neighborhoods of 
geulah and meah shearim.

fischel had originally planned a network of talmudic institutes 
with branches in israel, eastern europe, and new york (see ophir 
in references). he even purchased real estate in a prime location in 
new york, intending to use the annual rental income to fund these 
institutions. however, when the great Depression wiped out the 
huge fortune invested in this property, harry fischel decided to pro-
ceed with his plans on a smaller scale. he focused exclusively on the 
Jerusalem site, where the best talmudic scholars were to be found.

fischel established the harry fischel foundation for the primary 
purpose of supporting the machon. he had originally earmarked a 
sum of money, relatively small for a man of his means, to make use 
of in his old age. however, upon seeing how transient one’s mate-
rial possessions are in this world, and how a financial fortune can 
disappear so quickly, he decided to utilize this nest egg for an eternal 
project—a torah institute to carry on his name and values.

The harry fischel institute enlisted the greatest minds of the 
yeshiva world in israel. These scholars pursued a unique and de-
manding course of study, applying talmudic teachings and prin-
ciples to reach a thorough understanding of halacha (Jewish law). 
until his passing, fischel maintained a close connection with the 
individual scholars at the institute and took a personal interest in 
their needs. his active involvement contributed to the machon’s 
atmosphere of intense scholarship and pursuit of excellence.

The tradition of excellence established in his lifetime has con-
tinued through the generations, and the machon still attracts the 
top scholars of the yeshiva world. since there are many applicants 
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for each space that opens up, the machon can pick the “cream of 
the crop.” machon alumni have served as dayanim (judges) in the 
Jewish court system in israel, as well as in many other rabbinical 
positions throughout the world.

The machon’s Dayanut advanced study program, training schol-
ars to serve as judges in the religious court system, was a trailblazer 
that later served as a model for other specialized high-level schools 
to train judges. The machon was also a pioneer in the area of  
researched torah publications. in the mid-l930s, the machon 
spearheaded the field of publishing advanced works produced by 
scholars, at a time when such publications were almost nonexistent, 
especially in israel. The research and Publication Department of 
the machon still continues this tradition today. among its proj 
ects are:

(1) Halacha Pesukah—a comprehensive compilation of Jewish 
civil law based upon the works of hundreds of poskim (deci-
sors) and responsa throughout the generations.

(2) Tosafot HaShalem—a comprehensive collection of commen-
taries on the torah written by the tosafists, the great scholars 
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

(3) Birkat Eliyahu—a commentary on the Vilna gaon’s writings 
on Choshen Mishpat, the section of the Code of Jewish law 
on civil matters.

(4) Rishonim and manuscripts—advanced research on the works 
of the Rishonim, the early commentaries on the talmud, with 
comparative studies of various manuscripts.

an official statement by israel’s influential government advisory 
Committee, which assigns funding for torah research institutes, 
notes that the torah publications of the machon “are of para-
mount significance.” it states further that the machon’s “Halachah 
Pesukah, Tosafot Ha’shalem and Birkat Eliyahu projects [are] of par-
ticular national importance.”

The machon houses harry fischel’s beautiful, historic syn-
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agogue, where communal prayers take place daily as well as on 
Shabbos and Yom Tov. lectures are delivered there from time to 
time by prominent torah scholars, attracting large audiences. in 
addition, the machon supports public study programs, both in the 
mornings for retirees and in the evenings for lay people from the 
nearby neighborhoods. years ago, the machon beis medrash used 
to be unique in housing a number of full sets of Shas (talmud), a 
rarity in Jerusalem of yore. it was also reputedly the only beis me-
drash to provide central heating! it is no wonder that the machon 
beis medrash became a meeting place for scholars from all parts of 
the city. Though these “rare luxuries” are now commonplace, the 
machon beis medrash still attracts many visiting scholars and neigh-
bors at all hours of the day and night.

The machon also sponsors a professional, economically self-
sufficient book bindery, which serves the binding needs of the 
machon, and provides employment for elderly as well as mildly 
disabled individuals.

eighty years after its founding, the machon continues to flour-
ish as a direct, lasting result of the beneficence and foresight of 
harry fischel. 

rabbi hillel m. reichel
Director, machon harry fischel
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The harry fischel school for higher Jewish studies, 
of yeshiva university

from its inception, in 1945, the harry fischel school for higher 
Jewish studies of yeshiva university has added a critically impor-
tant dimension to the Bernard revel graduate school. 

The student body of the Bernard revel graduate school is made 
up of diverse elements. among m.a. students, some attend full-
time and wish to complete their degrees in a single year, sometimes 
because they have postponed their attendance in law school, medi-
cal school, or other professional school—and occasionally their 
direct entry into the workforce—in order to enrich their Jewish 
education. such professionals constitute a major resource for the 
Jewish community as a whole. others hope to continue as doctoral  
students and begin their work as expeditiously as possible. The 
m.a. degree at the Bernard revel graduate school requires ten 
courses. even the most diligent student may well find a workload 
of five courses a semester unrealistic. The summer session offered 
by the harry fischel school enables such students to take eight 
courses during the regular academic year and complete the require-
ments of the Bernard revel graduate school by taking two sum-
mer courses at the harry fischel school.

other m.a. students are simultaneously enrolled in the rabbi 
isaac elchanan Theological seminary or the advanced talmud 
Program for Women on the Beren campus and cannot realisti-
cally take more than two courses a semester in the Bernard revel 
graduate school. for these students as well, the summer program 
at the harry fischel school provides a precious opportunity to fur-
ther their education in as expeditious a fashion as possible.

Doctoral students, who may be spending time during the regular 
school year taking a course in an allied non-Jewish field at another 
university (two such courses are generally required) or preparing 
for language examinations, take advantage of the summer program 
at the harry fischel school  to complete their requirements.
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in addition, the summer program enables yeshiva university to 
offer a variety of courses taught by distinguished visitors from israel 
and elsewhere that it cannot offer at the Bernard revel graduate 
school during the regular academic year. such courses enrich the 
university’s offerings immeasurably.

David Berger
ruth and i. lewis gordon Professor of Jewish history and 

Dean, Bernard revel graduate school of yeshiva university.
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Illustrations to Continuation
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Supplemental Index

A
aaron, 421.
ackerman, rochelle, 27a.
adler, Joseph, 468.
akiva, rabbi, 467.
american hebrew symposium (Conti- 

nued), “are Jews losing Their 
religion?” 365–9.

american Jewish relief Committee, 
Committee of five, 131; 132; Com- 
mittee of one hundred, 132.

amortization plan (Continued), 174–
80.

arab and Jewish harmony facilitated, 
284; 332–3.

architectural knowledge (Continued), 
Cooper union, studies at, 21.

B
Bank of the united states, 449; 453; 

454; 455; 459; 461.
Baruchow, said, 414.
Bayara lawsuit, 426–8.
Beit harav Kook, 16a; 23a; 238–41; 

completion of residence, 287; dedi-
cation of home and consecration 
of synagogue, 287–303; photo of 
ceremony opp, 302; organization of 
yeshiva, 361–2; photo on balcony 
with Chief rabbi Kook, opp 390.

Belkin, rabbi Dr. samuel, 22a; 480; 
483.

Bengal, adam, 27a.
Berger, Dean David, 26a, 27a, 479.
Berlin, rabbi, 442.
Bernard revel graduate school (af-

filiated with harry fischel school 
for higher Jewish studies), yeshiva 
university, 16a; 20a; 478; 479.

Beth hamedrash hagadol, vice-presi-
dent, xvi; 35.

Beth israel hospital (Continued), 42–6; 
further growth, 278–80; chairman, 
second building committee, 280; 
dedication, chemical laboratory, 280, 
431; contributions to, 407; plaque, 
photo, 490.

Birkat Eliyahu, 476.
Birth, 2; 421.
Bnei Akiva, 23a.
Board of education, local school 

Board, elected secretary, 58.
Boyd, vice-president, 455.
Boyhood, 2–13.
Brandeis, supreme Court Justice 

louis D. (Continued), 252; 253; 
270; 274; 276; 290; 305; used in-
fluence to secure letter from u.s. 
sec. of state protecting h.f. on trip 
abroad, 288; gave credit to h.f. for 
initiating Palestine Building loan 
and savings association, 331.

Brass (americanized version of Braz). 
See Braz.

note: This index supplements the entries in the index, at page 400, of the origi-
nal volume, Forty Years of Struggle for a Principle, which is incorporated into the 
present book and also provides entries to all key names and words in the material 
published for the first time in this present book.
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Braz (acronym for “Bnei Rav Alexander 
Ziskind”), Jane. See fischel, Jane.

Braz, rabbi rubin, 419; 422.
Bronner, Benjamin, 29a.
Bucharian section, 414; 475.
Building, 987 5th ave., photo, 497.
Building, 1100 grand Concourse, 

photo, 499.
Building loan and savings asso- 

ciation: See Palestine Building loan 
and savings association.

Buildings, 1454 to 1466 grand 
Concourse, photo, 498.

Bureau of education, of Kehillah 
(Continued), 93 sqq.

C
Central Committee. See Central 

Committee for the relief of Jews 
suffering Through the War.

Central Committee for the relief of 
Jews suffering Through the War, 
124–31; treasurer, 125; 145–54; 
photo opp 143; President Wilson’s 
Proclamation, 145–54; Women’s 
Proclamation Day Committee, 
152; 153; Women’s auxiliary, 153; 
million dollar check signed by h.f., 
photo opp, 160; renewed work, 
263–9; treasurer, 307; Chief rabbi 
Kook fund raising trip to america, 
338–9.

Central Committee Knesseth israel, 
240–1; 292; 293; 296.

Central Jewish relief Committee. See 
Central Committee for the relief of 
Jews suffering Through the War.

Central Jewish Theological seminary, 

in Jerusalem (see also merkaz 
harav), 361–2.

Central relief Committee. See Central 
Committee for the relief of Jews 
suffering Through the War.

Central Theological seminary in 
Palestine. See Beit Harav.

Central World yeshiva. See  mercaz 
harav yeshiva.

Century Bank, 455.
Charitable contributions, 419.
Charitable works not publicized, in-

numerable, 392; 393; 395.
Charitable works publicized, to ins-

pire others, 392.
Charlop, rabbi yaakov moshe, 302; 

442.
Chatham Phoenix Bank, 449; 455.
Chief rabbi. See Cohen, Chief rabbi 

emeritus shear-yashuv; grodzinski, 
Chief rabbi Chaim ozer; herzog, 
Chief rabbi isaac; Kook, Chief 
rabbi abraham isaac hakohen; 
lifshitz, Chief rabbi ezekiel; reich, 
Chief rabbi samuel; shapiro, Chief 
rabbi Baruch.

Chofetz Chaim, meeting with, 307; 
visit with, 318.

Choshen Mishpat, 472; 476.
Churva synagogue, rabbi Jehuda 

haChasid, pulpit donated, 389–90.
Code of Jewish Law, 472.
Cohen, Chief rabbi emeritus shear- 

yashuv, Preface, 22a–25a; 26a.
Cohen, Dr. naomi goldstein, 26a.
Cohen, rabbi yosef, 472.
Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun: See 

Kehilath Jeshurun Congregation.
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Coolidge, President Calvin (Con-
tinued), 383; 386.

Cooperative building proposal to re-
lieve housing shortage, 256 sqq.

Council of Communal institutions, 
68 sqq. See also Council of Jewish 
Communal institutions.

Council of Jewish Communal 
institutions, 108. See also Council 
of Communal institutions.

Council of young men’s hebrew and 
Kindred associations. See ymha.

D
Daily routine, 391 sqq.
David, menachem, CPa, 29a.
Dehaas, Jacob (Continued), 253, 

270, 274.
Depression, 416; 434; 449; 450; 455; 

457; 466; 469; 471; 475. See also 
Panic of october 29, 1929.

Disabilities, people with, employment 
for, in fischel institute, 477. 

E
education, Jewish, progressive ideas 

implemented, 90 sqq.
eishishok, 308 sqq.
eliash, Dr., 414.
ellis island, 86–8.
endowment fund, investment in, 408; 

real estate for, 410; loss of, 412. 

F
fischel, Bertha, daughter. See rafsky, 

Bertha.
fischel, Betty, daughter. See goldstein, 

rebecca.

fischel Building, Broadway, nyC, 
261–2.

fischel, hannah, mother (Continued), 
xiv; xvii; 47–50; photo opp. 1, 2 
sqq.

fischel, harry (Continued), summary 
of, 18a–19a; 29a; 467–8; charitable 
contributions of, 419; perpetua-
tion of name, 408; 410; 412; 416; 
419; 68th birthday, 425; loneliness, 
429; perpetuating name of late wife, 
430; dividing stock among chil-
dren, 431; finding companion in 
Palestine, 429; 70th birthday, 431; 
436; meeting wife miriam, 434–6; 
dedication of mausoleum, 438–9; 
473; 72nd birthday, 444; ten years 
of accomplishments, 446–7; 75th 
birthday, 446; 463; talmud studies, 
467–9; philanthropy of, 469; sac-
rifices of, 472; death, 473; portrait 
at age 76, photo, 487; mausoleum, 
photo, 493; family photo, 500.

fischel, mrs. harry. See fischel, Jane; 
fischel, miriam.

fischel institute. See harry fischel 
institute.

fischel, Jane (mrs. harry) (Con- 
tinued), photo opp 22; 23–9; 64; 
153; 425; death 429; perpetuating 
name, 430; 465–6; 468. 

fischel, miriam (hyman) (2nd wife), 
met, 434–5; accepted as bride, 436; 
437;  442; 446; photo, 491.

fischel, nachman, father (Continued), 
xiv; xvii; photo opp. 1.

fischel, parents’ graves, photo opp 
314.
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fischel, Philip, brother, 226.
fischel, rebecca (“Betty”), daughter. 

See goldstein, rebecca.
fischel, rose, daughter. See Wald, 

rose.
fischel, sadie, daughter. See Kass, 

sadie.
fischel family photo, 500.
Forty Years of Struggle for a Principle, iii 

sqq.; reasons for republication, 14a; 
16a; Continuation, 14a; 405 sqq.; 
publication of, 17a.

franklin savings Bank, 466.
fried, rabbi yochanan, 16a.

G
Gedolei Hatorah, 20a.
geulah, 475.
gibson, President, manufacturers 

trust Co., 456–61.
goldstein, Betty (fischel), (Con- 

tinued), xv; xvi; 153.
goldstein, Dr. gabriel, 29a.
goldstein, rabbi herbert s., son-in-law 

(Continued), 24a; 27a; 29a; iii–v; xvi; 
222; 225; 231; 232; 302; 344; 353; 
377; 408; 461.

goldstein, morris, 35.
goldstein, rebecca, (“Betty”) (fischel), 

daughter (Continued), xv; xvi;  
153; 429.

goldstein, esq., seth m., 26a; 29a.
goldstein, simeon h. f., 26a; 29a.
gottesman, mendel, 453.
government advisory Committee, 

476.
grodzinski, Chief rabbi of Poland 

Chaim ozer, 411.

H
Hachnosas Orchim, 35. See also hias.
Halacha Pesukah, 476.
harding, President Warren g. (Conti-

nued), photo with harry fischel 
and others in hias delegation, opp 
210; 320 sqq.; personally ordered 
restrictive immigration quotas by-
passed, 323.

harlap, rabbi (Continued). See 
Charlop.

harry and Jane fischel foundation, 
14a; 16a; 418; 419; organizing, 
424; primary purpose to support 
machon, 425; 472; Jane fischel 
memorial fund, 430; investments, 
428; 437; advance of money for 
building, 454; financially rescuing 
yeshiva College, preventing bank-
ruptcy and dissolution, 455–61; 
Yesod Veshoresh Hoavodo, 465; pur-
chase of 987 fifth avenue, 466.

harry fischel foundation. See harry 
and Jane fischel foundation.

harry fischel institute for research in 
talmud (machon harry fischel), 
founding of, 22a; 472; ambition 
for, 412; written and oral exami-
nations for, 412; building, 412–3; 
432; management of, 413; open-
ing, 413; property for, 413; object 
of, 414–5; 475; library for, 415–6; 
state charter for, 418; plans for, 417; 
Palestine branch, 418; name, 420; 
leadership of, 420; activities of, 420; 
funding for, 424; 469; 475; publi-
cation of scholarly work, 433; 439; 
442; 476; expansion of synagogue, 
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438; mishna translation, 439–41; 
reorganization of, 461–2; Bernard 
revel advisory Board member, 
463; projects of, 471–3; book bind-
ery, 477; inspired fischel to begin to 
study the talmud, 467–9; building, 
photo, 488; scholars, original 20, 
photo, 489; synagogue, photo, 492; 
scholars added in 1933, photo, 494.

harry fischel school for higher 
Jewish studies at the Bernard 
revel graduate school of yeshiva 
university, 14a; 15a; 16a; 20a; pro-
grams, 478–83; founding docu-
ments, 480–3.

hebrew immigrant aid society 
(hias) (Continued), originally 
known as hachnosas orchim, 
35; ellis island Kosher kitchen 
approved by Pres. taft, 84 sqq.; 
mechitza issue, 171–3; acquisition 
and renovation of landmark astor 
library building, opp 200; 201–11; 
ark donated, photo opp 202; dedi-
cation of astor building by Pres. 
harding, 212 sqq.; Chicago branch, 
227; Poland, 306–7; 309.

hebrew infant asylum, 72.
hebrew orphan asylum, 66–76; 387.
hebrew sheltering and immigrant 

aid society (hias) (Continued). 
See hebrew immigrant aid society.

hebrew sheltering guardian society, 
66–76.

hebrew sheltering house, 64.
hebrew university, 434.
herman, abraham, 463.

herzog, Chief rabbi isaac, 15a; 439; 
441; 442; 444; 445.

Hesder yeshivot, 23a.
hias. See hebrew sheltering immi- 

grant society (hias).
hillman, rabbi, 442.
home in yorkville (Continued), pho-

to opp 368; 370; photo opp 370; 
371.

home of the Daughters of Jacob 
(Continued), transfer of building to 
rabbi isaac elchanan Theological 
seminary (affiliated with yeshiva 
university) by fischel as chairman 
of both organizations’ building 
committees, 223.

horner, Dr., 418. 
housing shortage relief proposal, 256 

sqq.
hunter, new york, synagogue, 60 

(with photo); 61.
husband, role as, 395; 396.
hydro-electric power plant, Palestine, 

270 sqq.; 283; 291.
hyman, rabbi aaron, 435; 436; 437; 

440.
hyman, Dr. arthur, 445.
hyman, miriam. See fischel, miriam.

I
immigrants to usa, advocate for and 

benefactor of, 84–9.
institutional synagogue, 368.
isaacs, Dr. nathan, 408.
israel aharon fischel street, Jerusalem, 

475.
israel Defense forces, 23a.
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J
Jaffe, rabbi sholom elchanan, 225.
Jane fischel memorial fund, founding 

of, 430; Yesod Veshoresh Hoavodo, 
465.

Jane fischel memorial Prize, 430.
Jaspan, esq., michael, 29a.
JDC. See Joint Distribution Com- 

mittee.
Jefferson Bank, 455.
Jerusalem, 14a; 16a; 23a; 24a; purchase 

of building in, 412–3; 419; harry 
fischel institute in, 422; 428; 440; 
445; 446; 452; 463; 465; 468–70; 
home, 469–70.

Jerusalem hydro-electric power plant, 
270 sqq; 291.

Jewish assembly of 1917, 155–60; 
chairman of historic dinner, 155; 
156; 159.

Jewish Center, 381; 383.
Jewish Community of new york, 78.
Jewish liberty loan $100,000,000 

Proposal, 1917, 187–92.
Jewish maternity hospital, 78.
Jewish Theological seminary, 445.
Jewish Theological seminary in 

Palestine. See Beit harav Kook.
Jewish Theological seminary, 

Palestine, 361–2.
Jewish Welfare Board (Continued), 

merger with ymha, 123.
Joint Distribution Committee (Conti-

nued) (photo of “pioneers”), opp 
132; photo of session, opp 136; 
photo of million dollar check signed 
by harry fischel, opp 160.

Judges, israel, 15a.

K
Kagan, rabbi yisrael meir. See Chofetz 

Chaim.
Kashrut, promotion of. See Kashruth 

protest, at montefiore home, 54; 
at american Jewish Committee, 62; 
at hebrew orphan asylum, 66–76; 
at hebrew sheltering guardian 
society, 66–76.

Kass, David, son-in-law (Continued), 
xv; 134.

Kass, sadie (fischel), daughter 
(Continued), xv; 134; 153.

Kaufman, harry, 460.
Kehilath Jeshurun, Congregation 

(Continued), xv; 78; 134; 343; 361; 
362; 393.

Kehilla, 78.
Kehillah, Bureau of education, 93 

sqq.
Kellogg, Dr. John harvey (Continued), 

371–3.
Klausner, Dr. Joseph (Continued), 

440.
Knesseth israel. See Central 

Committee Knesseth israel.
Kook, Beit harav. See Beit harav 

Kook; see Kook, Chief rabbi 
abraham i.

Kook, Chief rabbi abraham i. 
(Continued), 14a; 16a; 23a; 238–
41; 283–303; merkaz harav yeshiva 
alternate names, 361–2; yeshiva 
College cornerstone ceremony 
cablegram, 387; on perpetuating 
name, 410–14; 419; 420; 422; 423; 
425; 432–3; 436; illness, 432; last 
meeting, 436.
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Kook, rabbi Dove, 413; 415; 423; 
437; 442; 443; 465.

Kosher travel arrangements, 235; 289; 
290; 324.

Kraus, avishai, esq., 29a.
Kraus, rabbi yonatan, 29a.

L
lamport, nathan (Continued), 344; 

347 sqq; 448; 454; 457–60.
landay, Judge sir, 427.
levinthal, rabbi, 450.
levinthal, rabbi Bernard louis 

(Continued), 225.
levy, samuel, 448–50; 453; 454; 483.
lieberman, rabbi saul, engaged as 

dean, 433; 437; 440; 441; 442; 
443–4.

“light of the torah,” 421.
locker, David, 29a.

M
machon harry fischel. See  harry 

fischel institute for research  
in talmud. 

mack, Julian, appeals Court Judge 
(Continued), 246; 252; 270; 274; 
275; 290; 305.

magnes, Dr. Judah (Continued), 297.
manufacturers trust Co., 449; 455–8.
margolies, rabbi m. s., 416; 449; 

450–1.
marmorstein, rabbi itzchak, 16a.
mausoleum, fischel, harry, mt. of 

olives, 438; 439; photo, 493.
Meah Shearim, 475.
Mechitza, influence in support of, 

171–3.

meltzer, rabbi isser Zalman, 442.
meretz, birthplace (Continued), 

return to, 308 sqq.; sponsored 
talmud torah building, 312; 315; 
316; photo opp 316; continued par-
tial maintenance, 317.

merkaz harav [Kook yeshiva], 16a; 
23a; organization of yeshiva and ad-
ditional donation, 361–2; proposal 
to exchange professors with yeshiva 
College and to offer yC grads post-
graduate courses, 388; free loan 
society, 390.

mishna, translation, 441–2; 443; 444; 
scholarly edition, 442; selection 
of men for, 443; publication plan, 
445; progress of, 445.

mizrachi delegate, Zionist Congress, 
241; budget committee, 241; meet-
ing with 75 Polish rabbis in prepa-
ration for Congress, 307; guest of 
honor, 307.

mohl, emanuel n. (Continued), 
327–8.

montefiore home (Continued), ko-
sher food, 54.

morgenthau, henry (Continued), 
246.

mortgage amortization innovation, 
174–80.

moses, Donald, 27a; 29a.
mt. sinai hospital, 75.

N
national City Bank, 428.
new york Central railroad, 456.
new york, real estate, 408; 416.
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O
Ohel, fischel, harry, mt. of olives, 

438; 439; photo, 493.
olives, mt. of, 438; photo, 493.
orthodoxy, 22a.
oxford, 440.

P
Palestine, fifth visit, 425.
Palestine, library in, 415; branch in, 

418; 419.
Palestine, seventh visit, 437.
Palestine, sixth visit, 432.
Palestine Building and loan asso- 

ciation, 281 sqq.
Palestine Building and loan Company 

(Continued), 245–55.
Palestine Building loan and savings 

association (Continued), 253; 270 
sqq.; 281 sqq.; 291; 305; 325; 331 
sqq.

Palestine Building loan Committee, 
327; Chairman, 327.

Palestine Cooperative Company, 
252; 253; 270 sqq.; Building loan 
Committee, 271; 282; Chairman, 
271; facilitated building of new 
homes, 290 sqq.; 325.

Palestine Development Corporation 
(Continued), 325 sqq.

Palestine Development Council, 254; 
hydro-electric power plant, 270 
sqq.; 283; 291.

Palestine hydro-electric power plant, 
270 sqq.; 283; 291.

Palestine liberty loan. See Jewish 
liberty loan.

Panic of october 29, 1929, 412; 448. 
See also Depression.

Parental role, 396.
Park avenue, building and leases 

(Continued), photo opp 180; photo 
opp 368; 370; 371.

Parsons, frederick W., 464.
Personal life, 391 sqq.
Pilgrim state hospital for the insane, 

portrait of at, 464; portrait, 496.

R
rabbi isaac elchanan Theological 

seminary and yeshiva College 
(yeshiva university). See yeshiva 
College.

rafsky, Bertha (fischel), daughter  
(Continued), xvi; 228; 229; 429.

rafsky, ann esther, 429.
rafsky, Dr. henry, son-in-law 

(Continued), xvi; 228; 229; 429.
ravitch, Joseph (Continued), 261–2.
real estate, mortgage financing in-

novation, 174–80; cooperative 
building proposal to relieve hous-
ing shortage, 256 sqq.; new york, 
408; market, 417; 428; holdings, 
424; depression in value, 428; 434; 
investment in, 428; 466.

regents, Board of, state of ny, 409; 
418.

reichel, esq., rabbi aaron i., 29a.
reichel, rabbi Dr. o. asher, 29a.
reichel, rabbi hillel m., 26a; 29a.
revel, rabbi Dr. Bernard (Dov) (Con-

tinued), 19a; 22a; 225; 386; 408; 
450; 452; advisory Board of harry 
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fischel institute, 463; death, 462–3.
revel, mrs. sarah, pension, 463.
Rishonim, 476.
roosevelt, franklin D., 409; 417; and 

Board of regents, 409; 418; Pilgrim 
state hospital for the insane, 464.

rosalsky, Judge otto a. (Continued), 
111 sqq.

rosenblatt, Cantor yossele (Contin-
ued), 222; 225.

rosenbloom, sol (Continued), 252–
5; 272; 276.

rosensohn, samuel J., 271; 274.
rutenberg hydro-electric power plant, 

270 sqq.; 283; 291.

S
sabbath, discrimination and hard-

ships, 18a; 19a; 16–20; paid time 
off, 20a.

sabbath observance at any cost, 169–
70.

samuel, sir herbert (Continued), 
23a; 245; 247; 248; 250; 251; 271 
sqq.; 302; 446.

sanitary code reforms influenced, 32.
sarr, samuel (Continued), 461.
scharfstein, Bernie, 27a.
schiff, Jacob (Continued), 246; per-

suaded, 204–5.
shapiro, rabbi Baruch, 411.
Shulchan Arukh, 472.
soloveitchik, rabbi Dr. Joseph B., 

22a.
stepelman, Deborah “Debby” Jane, 

26a.
stepelman, esq., Chaim, 26a; 29a.

stepelman, Jay, 26a; 29a.
straus, nathan (Continued), 246; 

252; 255; 270.
succah (Continued), 118 east 93rd 

street residence, 57; photo opp 368; 
photo opp. 370.

synagogue, separation of sexes, influ-
ence on, 171–3.

szold, robert, 270; 271; 274.

T
taft, President William howard (Con- 

tinued), re ellis island kosher kitch-
en, 84–9.

talmud, benefits of, 417–8; 468–9; 
research in, 420; began study of, 
467; best relaxation, 468; vision 
and understanding to solve difficult 
problems, 469.

talmud torah, uptown. See uptown 
talmud torah.

talmud torah schools, 368; 369.
talmudical academy in Jerusalem, 

361–2.
temple, 447.
title guarantee and trust Co., 448–9.
Tosafot HaShalem, 476.
trade school, plan for, 410.
travel arrangements, kosher, 235; 

289; 290; 324; regarding sabbath, 
169–70.

trustees of the Board of regents, 409; 
418.

U
union of orthodox Jewish Congrega-

tions of america (Continued), 67; 
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78; 143; 144; 244; 286; 288; 305; 
306; established kosher restaurants 
on college campuses, 366.

universal yeshiva, 423. See also merkaz 
harav.

uptown talmud torah (Continued), 
90 sqq., stereopticon machine (with 
slides), 93; West side Branch, 97 
sqq.; fischel annex, 99 sqq.; 500 
girls, 108.

V
Vatican, 440.
Vessel, meyer (Continued), 450.
Vienna, 415.

W
Wald, esq., albert, son-in-law 

(Continued), 29a; xvi; 358; 377; 
380; 460.

Wald, rose (fischel), daughter 
(Continued), xvi; 277; 285–6.

Warsaw, 415.
Washington heights, 22a.
Weisberger, shirley, 28a.
Weizmann, Chaim, Dr. [then-future 

President of israel], 246; 248; 251.
Wilson, President Woodrow, relief 

Proclamation (Continued), 145–
54.

Wise, stephen s., Dr., 254; 270; 274.
World War i. See american Jewish 

relief Committee, Committee for 
the relief of Jews suffering Through 
the War, Joint Distribution Com- 
mittee.

Y
yeshiva. See yeshiva College.
yeshiva College and rabbi isaac 

elchanan Theological seminary 
(Continued), founding of, acting 
President, 14a; 15a; harry fischel 
study hall (Beit Medrash), 16a; 
161–7; vice-president, 161; Chair- 
man, Building Committee, 223 
sqq; transfer of building at 301–3 
east Broadway from home of the 
Daughters of Jacob to rabbi isaac 
elchanan Theological seminary 
(riets) by fischel as chairman of 
both organizations’ building com-
mittees, 223; college proposed, 
340 sqq; campaign started, 342; 
Chairman, Committee on site, 
345; $100,000 pledge, 347 sqq; ad-
ditional land purchased, 357 sqq.; 
$1,000 a Plate Dinner pledge din-
ner, 368–9; awarding of contracts 
374 sqq; cornerstone laid, photo opp 
376; Building Committee at laying 
of cornerstone, photo opp 378; 379–
87; cornerstone publication, 375 
sqq.; sketch of buildings, opp 384; 
Proposal to exchange professors with 
merkaz harav and have merkaz offer 
yC grads post-graduate courses, 388; 
contributions to, 407; endowment, 
408; Charter assured by then-gover-
nor franklin D. roosevelt, 409; plot 
purchased, 410; 411; opening, 411; 
trade school proposed, 410; build-
ing, formal opening, 448; financial 
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problems, 448–9; subscriptions for, 
454; 456; 457; rescued by harry 
fischel and his foundation from 
bankruptcy and dissolution during 
the great Depression, 449–61, par-
ticularly 455; 458–60; 461; mort-
gage payments, 448–9; 451; 452; 
453; contractors’ claims settled, 453; 
purchase judgment from the Bank 
of the united states, 453–4; pur-
chasing claim from manufacturers 
trust Co., 455–61; Beren Campus, 
yeshiva university, 478; feeder 
school to harry fischel school for 
higher Jewish studies, 478; creation 
of harry fischel school for higher 
Jewish studies, 480–3; upon opening 
of buildings in 1928, photo, 495.

yeshiva of america, 347; 355; 359. See 
yeshiva College.

yeshiva, rabbi isaac elchanan 
Theological seminary. See also 
yeshiva College.

yeshiva university. See rabbi isaac 

elchanan Theological seminary 
and yeshiva College (yeshiva 
university).

yeshiva merkaz harav. See mercaz 
harav.

Yeshivot hesder, 23a.
Yesod Veshoresh Hoavodo, 465.
ymha. See young men’s hebrew 

association.
young israel synagogues, 368.
young men’s hebrew association 

(ymha), 121–3; merger with 
Jewish Welfare Board, 123.

young men’s and young Women’s 
association. See ymha.

Z
Zionism, religious, 22a.
Zionist Congress, Carlsbad (Con- 

tinued), mizrachi delegate, bud-
get committee, 241; 1921, 241–2; 
meeting with 75 Polish rabbis in 
preparation for, 307; 1923, 319.

Ziskind, reb alexander, 24; 465.




